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President’s Column
By Bill Rich

I HAVE JUST RETURED from the 2011 Nats. This was a
unique Nats for me since I did not compete but was the Event
Director. It was tough not competing but being the ED was very
satisfying.
I always wanted to ED the Nats but would have preferred to
do so after I had finished my competitive flying. There are many
benefits to being the ED. You get to see the Nats from an
entirely different position. I would encourage anyone with even
the remotest interest to pursue this opportunity. Giving up one or
two competitive seasons to administer the Nats will give you an
entirely different viewpoint of the Nats.
Complete coverage of the events will be included in the
next issue of Stunt ews. However I wanted to make a few
comments while they were fresh in my mind. Hats off the AMA
grounds crew, the 600-foot by 600-foot grass field was in the
best condition that I have ever seen. Alan Goff kept me informed
on the progress of rolling and mowing the field. I heard many
competitors favorably comment on the condition of this site.
AMA marked off an access road to allow us to use this site while
RC events were going on in other sites. This was the first year
we had a dedicated practice site prior to the start of our
competition.
Observing the competition and camaraderie between fliers,
without the pressure of competition, really opens your eyes to
just how great our hobby is. Some examples are the way Jim
Aron reacted to the unfortunate loss of his plane. Instead of
sulking and leaving early, he decided to pitch in and help his
friends for the rest of the week.
The concern shown by everyone when Jose Modesto almost
blacked out while flying was very moving. Matthew Colan
needed a prop, guess who gave him one” Ryan Young, they them
proceeded to have one of the closest Senior contests on record.
The actual results of the different competitions will be covered
in our next issue. Derek Barry will cover Open, Noel Drindak
will cover Advanced, and the individual event directors will
cover Old Time, Classic, Intermediate, and Beginner.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the
volunteers who stepped up to help run this Nats. David
Fitzgerald and Howard Rush were our “computer program”
experts and spent a lot of time in the tabulation trailer
troubleshooting problems as they came up. They did this while
competing—Howard finishing 10th and David winning his 7th
Nats. Mark Overmier was our Head Judge and did an
outstanding job in training and managing the Judges.
We had a number of issues come up regarding the score
sheets and Mark quickly resolved these issues. Alan and Jan
Goff did a fantastic job of managing our PAMPA banquet. If you
made it to the banquet, and enjoyed yourself, then you owe
thanks to Alan and Jan.
The pits were admirably manned by Linda Gleason and
Shelly Gordon; these ladies do an outstanding job. I was also
pleased with the number of judges who volunteered and
remained on the judges’ list through the Nats. Usually a number
of people who commit early in the year, end up dropping out
before the Nats begin. Overall I was extremely pleased with how
people were willing to help to staff the Nats.
As you may be aware, PAMPA is charged with staffing the
Control Line Aerobatic Nats. We need this spirit of volunteering
to express itself when filling PAMPA administrative positions.
At every Nats we have our annual PAMPA business
meeting. This meeting is preceded by a meeting of the Executive
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Committee. I
was able to
break away
from the L-Pad
for the EC
meeting but
was not able to
stay for the
General
Membership
meeting. I
announced the
appointment of
the Competition
Committee at
this meeting; the Competition Committee is made up of the
following volunteers:
• Bill Rich-Chairman
• Keith Trostle
• Frank McMillian
• Randy Smith
• Kent Tysor
It was also discussed and decided on moving forward with a
proposal to fund the upgrade of our website. There will be a
proposal included with the 2012 ballot for membership approval.
Our plan would be to not use PAMPA membership fees but to
have a targeted fundraiser to raise the necessary funds to
upgrade the website. Our estimate is around $1,500 for the
upgrade and $250 for the annual cost.
I will pledge $200 to start the fund. I appreciate all the
efforts expended to upgrade our site to date. It seems that we
take three steps forward and then two back. I believe the way to
get this accomplished is to use an outside vendor, not volunteers
who are extremely busy with their own businesses.
I was extremely disappointed in the turnout for the General
Membership meeting. We had more than 70 fliers and many
spectators at the Nats. I know we had a least 50 PAMPA
members on the field during the day. I believe we only had six or
seven members at the General Membership meeting.
PAMPA was started by competition fliers and serves as the
SIG for Control Line Aerobatics. I have been attending PAMPA
meetings since my first Nats in Lake Charles, more than 30
years ago. I can remember when there was “standing room only”
at these meetings.
The lack of interest exhibited by members at the Nats is
quite concerning. PAMPA has a number of vacancies on the EC
to fill in the upcoming election. The vacancies are President,
Membership Secretary, District 3, and District 7. Not one of
these vacancies have received any nominations.
With such a small attendance at the business meeting it
wasn’t a surprise. I will be discussing these vacancies with
prospective candidates whom I have identified. Don’t be
surprised if you get a call from me in the near future. None of
these open positions are labor intensive. We cannot continue to
ask a few volunteers to carry the entire load.
Most of the EC have served in their positions for multiple
terms. As I have said earlier, the spirit of volunteerism that was
shown at the Nats needs to be shown in filling these vacancies.
Till next time, Fly Stunt Safely, and have some fun. SN
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Level Laps
By Bob Hunt

Fly stunt and then write about it!
HELLO ALL. I have some difficult things to write this month.
As you already know, this issue of Stunt ews was woefully
late in being published. I offer no apologies for this. The fact
is, there was just not enough feature article subject matter
available in the files to produce a normal issue this time.
In the past few issues I have produced “How-To” articles
from my personal archives in order to flesh out the content and
fill the allotted pages with, hopefully, interesting material. I
simply cannot continue to do that on a regular basis; I just
don’t have any more time or energy to give.
Couple all of that with the fact that the Nats fell right in the
path of this deadline. I had been planning all year to attend the
Nats and was not about to let the fact that the newsletter would
be late to interfere with those plans.
Stunt ews has consumed a good portion of my life for the
past couple of years. In fact, an average issue takes
approximately 30 to 40 hours of my “spare” time to produce. If
the task was made easier by virtue of having enough good
material on hand to present, that wouldn’t seem so bad to me.
However, the hours needed to produce the magazine are now
augmented by additional time required to “beat the bushes” for
relevant articles.
Even that wouldn’t be so bad if the answers I get from many
whom I call were not so discouraging. Quite often I hear
something like the following when I ask for members to write
articles for these pages: “Gee Bob, I’d like to write something
for you, but I just don’t have the time right now.”
Interesting; I am expected to produce this magazine on time
every other month in my personal time, but few will take the
time to write even one article for publication. It doesn’t take
much of that type of response, or lack thereof, to kill whatever
enthusiasm I have for doing this volunteer job.
To those who have produced articles for Stunt ews, I offer
my most profound thanks. There are a few who have generated
outstanding offerings for these pages, and more who have
promised to write and submit some interesting stuff. The truth
is, if every member of PAMPA would just write an article for
these pages once every four years, there would be an over
abundance of material.
“But, Bob, I’m not a writer.” I hear that a lot. The truth is,
neither am I. I once tried to be a writer, and everything that I
scribed seemed phony and forced. I decided just to treat
writing as if I were “shooting the bull” across my building
board with a fellow modeler. In other words, I just try to talk
with our subscribers through a keyboard and am not concerned
at all with style or flowery language.
Most people who have never written anything before are
way too self conscious. It is ironic to me that many of those
same people have no problem with logging onto a forum site
and voicing their opinions strongly in print. Perhaps it is the
fact that a magazine or a newsletter is more “permanent” in
nature than a thread on a forum that is intimidating. Whatever
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the reason,
many who
have great
thoughts,
ideas,
opinions, and
stories to share
never do so.
Let’s cut to
the chase; write something for these pages, PAMPA members! It
doesn’t have to be perfect in form or style, or even in content.
That’s why Liz Helms, Chuck Holtzapple, Bob Kruger, and I are
here. We’ll make it read well and look good in print.
What we need is information. Each and every one of you
has at least one story that you can offer: “Why I Fly Stunt.”
The tech pieces are great, how-to’s are wonderful, and
construction articles on a new plane are a treat. But what this
sport is really about is people!
Everyone is interested in how and why you got interested in
CL Stunt flying. Perhaps your story is similar to others, and
that can serve to validate the feelings they have for the
hobby/sport.
I must confess that the thought to quit as editor has crossed
my mind from time to time lately. But my father did not raise
me to be a quitter. I am a fighter, however, and consider this a
good stiff punch in the arm to get your attention.
I need help here. Help me. In doing so, you will be helping
PAMPA, CL Stunt, your fellow modelers, and yourself, as well.
Electrifying ews
On a very positive note (no pun intended) I would like to
announce that Will DeMauro has come on board this issue as
one of three new authors of the “E-Stunt” column. We greatly
regret the loss of Rudy Taube at the helm of this column, but
fully understand his need to get back to enjoying his passion
for IMAC competition.
Will brings an abundance of experience, enthusiasm, and
energy (all “e’s”) to this post. His guidance has been invaluable
for me during the past few months with my e-adventures, and I
want to take this opportunity to personally thank him for
putting up with all my rookie questions.
Among Will, Dean Pappas, and Mike Palko, I just might
actually come to fully understand all the stuff that is residing in
the noses of my stunt models these days.
I mentioned that Will is one of three new authors of the “EStunt” column. Joining him on a round-robin basis will be
Crist Rigotti and Norm Whittle. This mix of knowledgeable, eexperienced modelers should be able to provide a well-rounded
view of e-stunt nationwide.
Till next time, fly stunt (and then write about it!). SN
—Bob Hunt

C. F. SLATTERY CO.
BYRON BARKER, 2101 LOGAN AVE., NEW
ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 948-9167, E-MAIL: LINECONTR@AOL.COM

NEW, STUNT-TUNED: THUNDER
TIGER 36 STUNT $135.00 MAG
$130.00
PAINT STANDS, BODY JIGS, AND
ALIGNMENT JIGS
VENTURIS, TONGUE MUFFLERS,
TUBE MUFFLERS
STUNT MOTORS: MAGNUM, ST,
THUNDER TIGER
DEALERS FOR SIG, BRODAK, AND RSM
VISA, MASTER, DISCOVER CARDS
SEND S.A.S.E. FOR CATALOG

Aero Products
“World Class Stunt Stuff”
Custom made SV Laser cut kits; Precision
Aero Engines; Cf Props; CF Gears & Wheel
pants; Custom cut foam wings.
Enya Engines; Magnum; Super Tiger; OS;
SAITO; Evolution engines; Custom CC
mufflers; Old Time; Classic; Modern kits.
Send $3.00 for Catalog:
Randy Smith: Aero Products
980 Winnbrook Drive, DACULA GA 30019,
USA
Ph (678) 407-9376; Fax (678) 985-5085
Web site: www.Aeroproduct.net
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PAMPA Membership Application or Renewal Form
Please print legibly. Use one form per member. Make photocopies for multiple registrations.

Membership Year 2011

New Member

Renewal

Address change:

Name:__________________________________________ AMA No.______________ Age:_________

Mailing Address:_____________________________________________________________________

City:_______________________________________State:______________Nation:_______________

ZIP Code + 4 (or Postal Code):__________________Telephone: ______-_______-_______________

E-Mail address:______________________________________________________________________

Comp Member: check box: HOF

AMA CB

Other

Date:_____________________

Office only: Date postmarked:______________ Date received:___________ Form complete:_________

Annual Dues Options:

Method of Payment

Please Check One:

Basic Member-internet access only

$25

Check

M.O.

Cash

US Member – Bulk Mail

$45

Check No.

US Member – First Class Mail

$55

Credit Card: (only Visa and MC are acceptable)

US Family Member

$5

Credit Card No:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

US Compact Disk

$45

Expiration:

(Mo./Yr)

Canada / Mexico First Class Mail

$65

V-Code:

(3 digits)

International First Class Mail

$90

Signature:

International Compact Disk

$50

Date:

-

-

__ __

-

/

__ __

__ __ __

Membership Card, if desired:

NOTE:

Term of ALL Memberships and Subscriptions are from January 1st through December 31st.
Mail to:
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PAMPA
180 Lake Hill Road
Burnt Hills, NY 12027-9403

Phone:

518-399-5939

Email:

drindak@googlemail.com

$2

PAMPA Officers
President
Bill Rich
3036 Ridge Vale Cir.
Valrico Fl 33594; (813) 681-9832;
richvalrico@aol.com
Vice President
Matthew Neumann
2009 Forbes Rd Vincennes IN 47591
(812) 895-1476 mrstuka@rocketship.com
Secretary/Treasurer
Dave Gardner
15107 SE 145th Place
Renton WA 98059; (425) 235-5190;
davegardner55@msn.com
Membership Chairman
Noel Drindak
180 Lake Hill Rd.
Burnt Hills NY 12027
(518) 399-5939;
drindak@googlemail.com
District I
William R. Moore
36 State St.
Woonsocket RI 02895; (508) 404-0542;
willmoore2@cox.net

District II
Buddy Wieder
941 Potters Rd.
Newton, NJ 07860
(973) 940-1921
bw427@ptd.net
District III
Patrick Rowan
9692 Unity Rd.
Poland OH 44514; (330) 542-0673;
patr131@yahoo.com
District IV
Stephen Fitton
104 Mill Stream Way
Williamsburg VA 23185; (757) 897-4696;
spfvmi90@aol.com
District V
Eric Viglione
2126 Viola Dr.
Clearwater FL 33764; (727) 530-4947;
eric@fcelaw.com
District VI
Allen Brickhaus
Box 206
Golconda IL 62938; (618) 683-7611;
abkb801@shawneelink.net

District VII
John Paris
10120 N. Jennings Rd.
Clio MI 48420; (810) 686-5914;
parisjm2@aol.com
District VIII
Don Hutchinson
9405 Side Saddle Trl.
Fort Worth TX 76131; (817) 306-0226;
dhutch2@sbcglobal.net
District IX
Carl Shoup
3172 Glendam Dr.
Grand Junction CO 81504; (970) 4240764; shoupentstatorrepair@prodigy.net
District X
Jim Hoffman
2658 W. Montgomery Dr., Chandler AZ
85224; (480) 897-0630
Windswept4@cox.net
District XI
Bruce Hunt
2237 Joseph St. S.
Salem OR 97302; (503) 361-7491;
bh7726@comcast.net

Deadlines
Ad and Editorial copy
Issue
Deadline
September/
October 2011
July 20, 2011
November/
December 2011
September 20, 2011
January/
February 2011
November 20, 2011
Postmaster: Send address changes to:
Dave Gardner, 15107 SE 145 Pl., Renton,
WA 98059-7308.

Stunt News (ISSN 1076-2604) is the
official newsletter of the Precision
Aerobatics Model Pilots’ Association
(PAMPA), a not-for-profit hobby
association, and is published bimonthly at
209 Old Easton Rd., Stockertown PA
18083. Annual membership dues are
$50.00, which includes a subscription to
Stunt News. Periodical postage rate paid
at Rockport IL.

ELECTRIC CONTROL
LINE

Advertising rates: Page size and cost
per issue
(H) x (W)
1
/8 page: 2.25 x 3.50 inches
$10.00
1
/4 page: 4.75 x 3.50 inches
$35.00
1
/2 page: 4.75 x 7.00 inches
$70.00
Full page: 9.50 x 7.00 inches $140.00
Send camera-ready ads and payment
to:
Gene Martine
11248 Martin Lakes Dr.
Jacksonville FL 32220-3706
Phone: (904) 786-8650
gmflying@bellsouth.net

Field adjustable timers/flight
managers for Electric CL, for all
ESCs, for all modes. Also throttle
emulators for ground checks or test
stands. $10 and up.
Will Hubin, 719 Cuyahoga St., Kent,
OH 44240; 330-678-9319;
whubin@kent.edu.
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Control L

at the 2011 B

Joe Gilbert launches John Simpson’s Classic-winning
Cavalier at the 2011 Brodak Fly-in. Inset: John flying the
Cavalier. Ron Heckler photos.
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Line
ine Stunt

By Tom Hampshire

Brodak Fly-In
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This electric-powered Jet
stunter by Tim Stagg was
another contender for the
most spectacular finish.
Allen Brickhaus photo.

One of the elder statesmen of Stunt is John D’Ottavio. Here he is
with his Kaz Minato-designed Blue Max stunter. Joe Adamusko
photo.
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Steve Holt flew this Ringmaster in
OTS. He came all the way from
Tucson. Photo by Jim Hoffman.

THE 14TH AUAL Brodak Fly-In fell on June 1418 this year. It ended the Saturday before Father’s Day
to allow long-distance entrants a full day to drive
home on Sunday. Due to heroic effort on the part of
the weather, who shall remain nameless, it rained
only a little on Monday, before the contest got
under way. The weather was a repeat of last
year, and no delays in flying occurred. It
did rain some on appearance judging,
causing a mad dash to John Brodak’s front yard
by the pilots to rescue their ships.
Entries this year totaled 147, with 714 official
flights. But the stats don’t tell the story, and certainly
they don’t begin to convey the flavor of the
gathering. It’s only a contest in a
limited way. The central theme is
variously a customer
appreciation picnic,
family reunion,
fun-fly, clan

the schedule for the foreseeable future.
Junkyard wars remains ever popular, emceed this
year by Ken Armish, who has quite a gift for
vaudeville. It was won by Team Absurd, made up of
Dan Banjock, Mike Palko, and Watt
Moore. Their win was based on a
third line tied the tail of their crate.
Pulling in on that line made
the airplane hang
like

Scott Richlen’s Silver Lancer performs
a wingover. It is based on the 1930’s
Bill Barnes Air Trails comic strip. So
life does imitate art, eh Scott? Elwyn
Aud photo.

gathering, or maybe even bordering on a fellowshipbased spiritual event.
The practice, help, parts, advice, and know-how
are willingly shared. The work of the event directors,
Phil Cartier in Combat, John Vlna in Carrier, John
Saunders and Phil Spillman in Racing, and John
Brodak, Jack Sheeks, Harry Crespo, and Pete Klepsic
in Scale continues to make the Fly-In grow and
prosper.
This year had two very full days of Carrier, and a
new record entry in Scale. All of the volunteers and
judges pitched in to make all the pieces fit. Seems like
everyone is eager to help with whatever needs doing.
A particularly fine example of sportsmanship was
presented by John Saunders. He won OTS by the
scoreboard. Then he checked his sheets and found that
the landing was scored 20 points high by one judge,
and completely out of the range given on the score
sheet. He reported it and was demoted to third behind
Joe Gilbert and Dan Banjock. He had a string of about
five OTS firsts going at this point. It makes everyone
proud to be around straight shooters like John.
The introduction of Phase II OTS, for flapped
planes only, drew a light field, as was to be expected.
The coolest ship by far was Mike Donovan’s Elliott
Black Tiger. It was designed prior to the cutoff date
for OTS, but was later kitted by Berkeley. Phase II
OTS may take a little time to mature, but it will be on

Carrier ship. The idea originated with Western
Associated Modelers carrier flying in the ’50s. It’s not
used any more in Carrier, but it added spice to the
junkyard planes.
The long distance award went to Cholla Choppers
members Jim Hoffman and Steve Holt this year. It’s
quite a hike from Tucson. Keith Trostle and Bob
Whitely attended in past years.
John and Buzz opened their home to all of us again.
It was the focal point for social gatherings and
conversation throughout the week. The barbecue was
bigger and better than ever. John’s workshop is open
to all fliers for the whole week. The Brodak family’s
generosity seems to infect all of the fliers and generate
a unique feeling of camaraderie among all of the guys
and gals who come. The spirit of the event goes way
beyond a mere sales gimmick. This is real heartfelt
hospitality. Come see for yourself next year. SN
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Joe Reinhard holds up his
sparkling Gypsy so
designer Jim Silhavy can
give it an inspection.
Photo by Jim Hoffman.

Greg Voumard brought a fine Thunderbird, second version. Black and
orange up against a clear blue sky Mahvelous. Photo by Jim
Hoffman.
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Joe Adamusko’s Bucks 550 is his expression of a
smaller (.46 size) ship. Flawless workmanship, as
we have come to expect. Photo by Jim Hoffman.

Windy Urtnowski’s Tribute is caught in flight.
Elwyn Aud photo.

Jim Catavenis and Dick Carville between rounds
while judging. The whole affair depends upon the
contribution made by the willing work of the
whole judging corps. Elwyn Aud photo.

Gary Lutz’s beautiful Stuntress was built from the
Joe Adamusko original. Allen Brickhaus photo.

Jim Hoffman and Joe Rinehard are shown with Jim’s original
Windswept design. Allen Brickhaus photo.

Here’s Jim’s Windswept caught in a wingover.
Elwyn Aud photo.
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Dan Banjock’s twice size Bi Slob
was built with structure designed
by Ted Heinritz. Definitely a twohander in flight.
Right: The Bi Slob in flight. Ron
Heckler photos.
Below: Sleepy Dawson and John
Ross hang on tight while Mike
Palko starts the Supertigre 3000 on
the Banjock/Heinritz Bi Slob.
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Buzz Brodak with the giant inflatable monkeys named after Co-Contest Directors Allen Brickhaus and Tom Hampshire.
The aforementioned Ted Heinritz acquired same, but his car blew up on the way to the contest. Too bad he didn’t get to
see the fun. Ron Heckler photo.
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Al Takatsch flew in
Beginner. He runs the
wheelchair joystick with
one hand, flies with the
other. Ron Heckler
photos.
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Below: Jon Saunders’ bright green Ares breaks
ground. Elwyn Aud photo.

Tom Morris gave a concert and got himself
promoted to Advanced, in addition to his usual
sales efforts. Photo by Jim Hoffman.
Below, right: Samantha Hines and her dad.
Family fun. Ron Heckler photos.
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Metrolina Controline Society, plus a few ringers. Allen Brickhaus photo.

Judges photo at the closing ceremony. Allen Brickhaus photo.
Bill Stewart displays a very nice Stilletto. Allen
Brickhaus photo.
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Joe Gilbert’s P-47/T-Rex in flight. Elwyn Aud photo.
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June 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 2011

Entrants - 147
Flights - 714

228 Locust Street, Carmichaels, PA 15320
Sponsored by Brodak Mfg. & Dist. Co., Inc.

CD: Allen Brickhaus - Tom Hampshire
C.L.P.A.

C.L.P.A. Advanced

C.L.P.A. Beginner

Bob Reeves .....................Legacy/Saito56 ..........................562.5
John Tate.........................Vector/LA46 ...............................557
Shawn Cook ....................PT19/B-40..................................551
Lew Woolard....................Dove/51 .....................................540
George Waters ................Thunderbird/Rojett40 .................547.5
Artie Jessup .....................Vector 40/AT36..........................539.5
Dennis Truxal ..................Vector/LA46 ...............................537
Price Reese .....................Skyliner Original/Electric............536.5
Lou Ruger ........................Bucks 550/ST46 ........................530.5
Michael Ostella ................Hawker Hunter/ST60 .................530
Norm Liversidge ..............JD Falcon/DS40.........................529
Tim Tipton........................E-Vector/Electric ........................526
Terry McDowell................Viking/ST51 ...............................523
Alan Buck ........................SV-22/PA65 ...............................512
Duain Rothman................Nobler/OS35 ..............................496
Robert Krug .....................Strega/Rojett76..........................482
Bernard Suhamski ...........Oriental/40 .................................471
Randy Holcroft .................Trex/ST60 ..................................458
Paul Smith .......................Magician/OS40 ..........................457.5
Ken Armish ......................Intrepide/PA65 ...........................435
Greg Voumard .................Trival Pursuit/Rojett67 ...............420
Lloyd Gregory ..................Shark 45/Tiger51 .......................408.5
Marvin Denny ..................Pathfinder/OSLA46....................403.5

Larry Wilks .......................Mark1/Fox35..............................282
Frank Imbriaco.................Nobler/LA46...............................280.5
Robert Schroeder ............Pathfinder/LA46 .........................276.5
David Felinczak ...............Pathfinder/LA46 .........................275
Al Takatsch ......................ARF Smoothie/OS35 .................253
Dennis Thomas Sr. ..........Cardinal/OS46 ...........................238.5
Lydia Moore .....................Tomahawk/Fox35 ......................216
Jennifer Fedorick .............Tutor/46 .....................................206.5
Jim Moody .......................Smoothie/B-40 ...........................201

Judges: Heinritz - Waters

C.L.P.A. Intermediate
Pete Schlesser ................Vector 40/40 ..............................482
Scott Bolton .....................Vector 40/LA46 ..........................475.5
Bill Mandakis ...................Thunderbird/OS40LA.................472
Keith Morgan ...................Cardinal/LA40 ............................457
Bernie Trent .....................ARF Vector/B-40........................457
Jim Catevenis ..................Cardinal/LA46 ............................455.5
William Stewart ................Pathfinder II/DS54 .....................453
Eric Keller ........................Vector/Aero Tiger 36..................451.5
Thomas Cappadona ........Nobler/LAS40 ............................450
Tony Kubes .....................Primary Force/OS40 ..................445.5
Brian Moore .....................RSM Mustang/Saito 56..............442.5
Dick Hodge ......................Twister/LA46..............................441
Bob Hudak .......................Vector 40/Turnigy 3548 .............440
Chris Sarnowski...............Stunt Machine/OSLA46 .............440
Steve Holt ........................Ringmaster/20 ...........................437
Nelson Erbs .....................Cardinal/LA46 ............................433.5
Don Sopka .......................Nobler/FP40...............................432.5
Kenneth Cook ..................ARF Oriental/LA40.....................431.5
Dennis Moritz...................Vector 40 ...................................427
Frank Zabudske...............Cleveland Slow/FP35 ................427
Kenneth Dawson, Sr........Cardinal/OS40 ...........................421.5
Dennis Thomas, Sr. .........Cardinal/OS46 ...........................406.5
Jack Rosemere................Cardinal/LA46 ............................401.5
Stephen Dinerman...........Vector ........................................374
Steve Schlesser...............Electra/DS54..............................312
John Passalaqua .............Strega/60 ...................................300
Frank Sparacino ..............Nobler/B-40................................29

Judges: Brookins - Taff
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Judges: Bourel - L. Burgess

C.L.P.A. Expert
Mike Palko .......................P-51 Mustang ............................582
Dan Banjock ....................Vista/PA75 .................................576.5
Bud Wieder ......................Ryan’s Eagle/Electric.................571.5
Joe Gilbert .......................P-47/PA61 Pipe .........................570
Windy Urtnowski ..............Tribute/Rojett76 .........................568
Kent Tysor .......................Strega/Rojett76..........................560
Jim Hoffman ....................Windswept 4/ST60.....................557
John Saunders ................Legacy/60 ..................................551.5
Leonard Bourel ................Shark Atack (Impact)/ST51........548
Joe Adamusko .................Bucks 550 ..................................547
Scott Richlen ...................SL2/PA61...................................545
Rich Giacobone ...............Caprice/TT36 .............................541
Tim Stagg ........................Tsunami/60 ................................534
Bill Richards.....................Legacy/ST60..............................529
William DeMauro .............SV 22/Electric ............................527
Scott Reynolds ................Silver Knight II/PA65..................526.5

C.L.P.A. Expert continued.....

Profile Precision Aero. Intermediate continued.....

Dick Carville.....................Nobler/BS40 ..............................524.5
Wesley Dick .....................Velvet/PA65 ...............................522
Larry Robertson ...............White Caravel/Rojett65..............521
Will Davis .........................Purolator/TNL60 ........................519.5
Phil Cartier .......................Giles/LA46 .................................515.5
Gary Lutz .........................Stuntress/Rojett60 .....................495.5
John D’Ottavio .................Blue Max/Rojett76 .....................489.5
Michael Cooper ...............Trival Pursuit..............................456
Frank Carlisle ..................Original ......................................422.5

John Gladfelter ................Profile Smoothie/FP35OS..........383
Frank Sparacino ..............Pathfinder/LA46 .........................372.5
Brian Moore .....................38 Special/LA40.........................359
Dick Hodge ......................Twister/LA46..............................354
Bill Ledden .......................Cardinal/OS46 ...........................338
Larry Talley ......................Cardinal/LA46 ............................331
Dennis Thomas, Sr. .........Cardinal/OS46 ...........................325
Dalton Hammett...............Wadell Williams Racer/ST51 .....262
John Passalaqua .............Cardinal/40 ................................151
Chris Sarnowski...............Buster/Fox 35 ............................100

Judges: Peabody - Spillman

Judges: Ostella - Reese

PROFILE PRECISION AEROBATICS
Profile Precision Aero. Beginner
George Marenka..............ME-109/Fox 40 ..........................267.5
Frank Imbriaco.................RD-1/Electric..............................256.5
David Felinczak ...............Pathfinder/ST-51........................255
Larry Wilks .......................Skyray/FP25 ..............................252.5
Robert Schroeder ............Pathfinder/FP40.........................252
Ron Heckler .....................40/Electric ..................................245.5
Dennis Baer .....................Cardinal/LA46 ............................240
Joe Maxwell .....................Primary Force/40 .......................232.5
Jim Moody .......................Cardinal/B-40.............................214.5
Ken Tucker ......................Yak 9/OS40 ...............................213.5
Daniel Bregar...................Brodak Magician/Electric ...........200
Joseph Pekny ..................Sig Twister/OS35.......................188
Lydia Moore .....................Tomahawk/Fox 35 .....................171
Kevin DeMauro ................ARF Flite Streak/Electric............158
Jennifer Fedorick .............Tutor II/46 ..................................156
Dennis Thomas Jr. ..........Ringmaster/Fox 35 ....................148
Karl Knipper .....................Flite Streak/Fox 35.....................70

Judges: Moore - Moritz

Profile Precision Aero. Advanced
Michael Ostella ................Spacewalker II/OS40 .................484
Len Burgess ....................Pathfinder/LA46 .........................483.5
George Waters ................Mooney/61 .................................478
Price Reese .....................Pathfinder/OSLA46....................476
John Tate.........................P-47/ST51..................................475.5
Greg Voumard .................Magician/FP40...........................475.5
Shawn Cook ....................Brodak ARF P-40/OSLA40 ........472.5
Bob Reeves .....................Shoestring/Saito 40 ...................471.5
Bob Brookins ...................Primary Force/Fox 35 ................468.5
Artie Jessup .....................Brodak P-40/ST51 .....................462.5
Doug Benedetti................ARF P-40/ST46 .........................460.5
Dennis Truxal ..................PT-19/LA46................................455
Norm Liversidge ..............Prowler/Thunder Tiger36 ...........450
Paul Smith .......................Magician/OS40 ..........................427
Bernard Suhamski ...........P-40B/40....................................419
Ken Armish ......................Pathfinder/LA46 .........................393
Randy Holcroft .................Brodak Cardinal/LA46................343.5
Alan Buck ........................Buccaneer/ST51 ........................235.5

Judges: Mandakis - Stagg

Profile Precision Aero. Intermediate

Profile Precision Aero. Expert

Tom Morris ......................Profile Cavalier/AT36.................487.5
Scott Bolton .....................P63 King Cobra/LA46 ................464
Eric Keller ........................Pathfinder/OSLA46....................454
Pete Schlesser ................38 Special/35 .............................449.5
William Stewart ................PathfinderII/DS54 ......................444.5
Steve Schlesser...............Stiletto/LA46 ..............................437.5
Nelson Erbs .....................Cardinal/LA46 ............................431.5
Kenneth Cook ..................Brodak Magician/LA25...............425
Bob Hudak .......................Legacy40/LA46..........................419
Tony Kubes .....................Primary Force/OS40 ..................416
Steve Holt ........................Ringmaster/20 ...........................408.5
Keith Morgan ...................Cardinal/LA40 ............................402
Jim Catevenis ..................Cardinal/LA46 ............................395.5
Chris Burgess ..................Profile Hellcat/LA40 ...................394.5
Brad LaPointe ..................Tudor 2/LA46 .............................391.5
Dennis Moritz...................Tanager/46 ................................385

Dan Banjock ....................PT-19/OS40...............................535.5
Joe Gilbert .......................576 Ringmaster/LA46 ................523.5
Mike Palko .......................PT-19/Electric ............................523
Kent Tysor .......................Teosawki 46...............................514.5
Will Davis .........................Teosawki/LA46 ..........................508.5
Mike Donovan..................Profile Vector/40 ........................505.5
Tom Dixon .......................Time Machine/DS40BB .............504
Bill Richards.....................Cardinal/ST46............................498.5
Leonard Bourel ................Cardinal/LA40 ............................494
Carl Lovins.......................T.L.A.R./LA46 ............................482
Phil Spillman ....................Brodak Stuka PW/LA46 .............479.5
Tim Stagg ........................T-33 Thunderbird/60 ..................478.5
Joseph Reinhard .............X-Jet/LA46 .................................448.5
William DeMauro .............Banshee/Electric........................405.5

Judges: C. Burgess - Dawson
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CLASSIC STUNT
Classic Beginner
Frank Imbriaco.................Nobler/LA46...............................251
Harry Crespo ...................Nobler/OS Max 35 .....................243
Daniel Bregar...................Brodak Magician/Electric ...........241.5
Robert Schroeder ............Oriental/FP40.............................237
Joe Maxwell .....................ARF Nobler/46 ...........................223.5
Lydia Moore .....................Oriental/LA40.............................176
Jim Moody .......................Cardinal/B-40.............................168.5

Judges: Armish - Buck

Classic Intermediate
Tom Morris ......................Profile Cavalier/AT36.................483
Bill Mandakis ...................Thunderbird/OS40 .....................448.5
Tim Tipton........................Vulcan/Electric ...........................443
John Gladfelter ................Smoothie/FP35OS.....................441.5
Steve Schlesser...............Electra/DS54..............................441.5
Brian Moore .....................Tony/ST51 .................................439
Eric Keller ........................Strathmoore/OS Aero 46 ...........437
Paul Raley .......................Thunderbird II/Aero 36...............435
Bob Hudak .......................Smoothie/Webra 32 ...................434.5
Kenneth Cook ..................Brodak Magician/LA25...............431.5
Pete Schlesser ................Thunderbird II/36 .......................429.5
Jim Catevenis ..................Oriental/DS40 ............................415
Steve Holt ........................Ringmaster/20 ...........................413
Dennis Thomas, Sr. .........Magician/Fox 35 ........................399.5

Judges: Cooper - Jessup

Classic Expert
John Simpson ..................Cavalier/Aero Tiger 36...............540.5
Dan Banjock ....................Galloping Comedian/Fox 35 ......539.5
Bud Wieder ......................Caprice/PA 36............................538.5
Joe Gilbert .......................Smoothie/B-40 ...........................537.5
Tom Dixon .......................Predator/DS54 ...........................536
Joe Adamusko .................Olympic/AT36 ............................517.5
Rich Giacobone ...............Caprice/TT36 .............................510.5
Wesley Dick .....................62 Ares/Aero Tiger 36................506.5
Jim Hoffman ....................Gypsy 35....................................506
Tim Stagg ........................Magician 35 ...............................493.5
Bob Zambelli....................Nobler/Fox 35 ............................488
Carl Lovins.......................Gypsy/ST51 ...............................484.5
Joseph Reinhard .............Plano/ST51 ................................480
Gary Lutz .........................Lark/ST46 ..................................478.5
Phil Cartier .......................Smoothie/LA40 ..........................470.5
Dick Carville.....................Built Nobler/OS40 ......................469.5

Judges: Richards - Tysor

NOSTALGIA 30
Beginner
Larry Wilks .......................Ringmaster/FP25.......................235.5
David Felinczak ...............Midwest A&E Skyraider/ST34....231.5
Dennis Baer .....................Oriental/B-40..............................231.5
Karl Knipper .....................Flite Streak/Fox 35.....................137

Judges: Armish - Buck

NOSTALGIA 30
Intermediate

Classic Advanced
Bob Reeves .....................Skylark/ST51 .............................498.5
Michael Ostella ................Hawker Hunter/ST60 .................496.5
John Tate.........................Oriental/FP40.............................491.5
Lew Woolard....................Smoothie/40...............................482.5
Terry McDowell................Viking/ST51 ...............................477
Norm Liversidge ..............JD Falcon/DS40.........................477
Shawn Cook ....................PT-19/B-40 ................................476.5
Doug Benedetti................Cavalier/B-40 .............................476.5
Greg Voumard .................Thunderbird/LA46 ......................474
Dennis Truxal ..................Ringmaster/Fox 35 ....................470
George Waters ................Thunderbird II/Rojett 40 .............468
Bob Brookins ...................Oriental/B-40..............................458
Mark Gerber ....................JD Falcon/DS40.........................455.5
Duain Rothman................Nobler/OS35 ..............................450.5
Bernard Suhamski ...........Oriental/40 .................................430
Artie Jessup .....................Nobler/Magnum 36 ....................419
Neal Thompson ...............Nobler/Saito 40 ..........................142

Judges: Carville - Catevenis

Thomas Cappadona ........Nobler/LAS40 ............................449
Stephen Dinerman...........Oriental ......................................430.5
Chris Sarnowski...............Stunt Machine/OSLA46 .............429.5
Dick Hodge ......................Twister/LA46..............................411.5
William Stewart ................Stiletto660/PA40 ........................299.5

Judges: Cooper - Jessup

NOSTALGIA 30
Advanced
Bob Krug..........................Nobler/LA46...............................459.5
William White ...................Imitation/46 ................................458
Paul Smith .......................Magician/OS40 ..........................361.5

Judges: Carville - Catevenis

NOSTALGIA 30
Expert
Leonard Bourel ................Twister/FP-40 ............................493.5
Phil Spillman ....................Original Tutor/B-40 ....................491.5
John Saunders ................59 Ares/B-40..............................485.5
Michael Cooper ...............Stiletto........................................211

Judges: Richards - Tysor
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OLD TIME STUNT

O.T.S. Phase 2 Advanced

Intermediate

Paul Smith .......................Chief/OS35 ................................191

Steve Holt ........................Ringmaster/20 ...........................270
Tony Kubes .....................Zilch/OS40 .................................262.5
Frank Imbriaco.................Barnstormer/Fox 35 ...................255
Eric Keller ........................Viking/OS Aero 46 .....................249.5
Brian Moore .....................El Diablo/Fox 35 ........................246.5
Nelson Erbs .....................Dragon/LA46..............................237
Keith Morgan ...................Galloping Comedian/Fox 35 ......230.5
Jim Catevenis ..................Gyrator/Veco 29.........................195.5
Bill Ledden .......................Flying Clown/09 .........................154
Tim Tipton........................Ringmaster/B-25........................106
Bill Mandakis ...................Viking/B-40 ................................97.5
Kenneth Dawson, Sr........Sterling Mustang/K&B 29...........70.5

Judges: Benedetti - Hermans

Old Time Stunt Advanced
Price Reese .....................Viking/Stalker 46........................300
Bernard Suhamski ...........Viking/35 ....................................297.5
Norm Liversidge ..............Boxcar Chief/Fox 35 ..................283.5
Lloyd Gregory ..................Zilch/LA46..................................274.5
Watt Moore ......................Jamieson/OS40 .........................274.5
Bob Reeves .....................Ringmaster/Fox 35 ....................264
Randy Holcroft .................Super Clown/Fox 35 ..................254.5
Alan Buck ........................Jamieson/LA40 ..........................245.5

Judges: Hudak - Spillman

Old Time Stunt Expert
Joe Gilbert .......................Humongous/65 ..........................313.5
Dan Banjock ....................Galloping Comedian/Fox 35 ......306.5
John Saunders ................Humongous/ST46......................306
Bill Richards.....................Jamieson Special/OS40 ............287
Richard Houser................Zilch/Enya 40 .............................286
Jim Hoffman ....................Flying Clown/OS15 ....................275
Bob Brookins ...................Humongous/Tower 46 ...............271
Lew Woolard....................Humongous/46 ..........................269.5
Terry McDowell................Viking/ST51 ...............................268.5
Scott Richlen ...................Humongous/OS46 .....................256
Stuart Henderson ............Scared Kitten/LA25....................255
Leonard Bourel ................Ringmaster/LA25 .......................252
Dick Carville.....................Barnstormer/OS25.....................250

Judges: Palko - Davis

Judges: Hudak - Spillman

O.T.S. Phase 2 Expert
Mike Donovan..................Black Tiger/Fox 35.....................273
Phil Spillman ....................Brodak Super Clown/B-25 .........256.5
Phil Cartier .......................Smoothie/LA40 ..........................209.5

Judges: Palko - Davis

FOXBERG RACING
Len Bourel - Paul Smith................................................12:14:88
Stuart Henderson - Brad LaPointe................................13:19:84
Joe Gilbert - Marvin Denny - Tim Stagg .......................14:08:93
Len Bourel - Paul Smith..................................................6:47:00
Shawn Cook - Ken Cook ................................................7:06:94
Dan Banjock - Mike Palko...............................................7:25:50
John Ross - Al Ferraro....................................................7:50:11
Larry Wilks - Karl Knipper ...............................................8:08:59
Brad LaPointe - Marc Warwashana................................8:22:46
Marc Warwashana - Ken Towers ...................................8:27:10
Cristina Saunders - John Saunders................................9:17:82
Bob Krug - Dennis Thomas ............................................9:54:05
Jim Catevenis - Alan Buck .............................................99 Laps

CLOWN RACING
Len Bourel - Paul Smith .......................................................255
John Ross - Al Ferraro.........................................................253
Brad LaPointe - Marc Warwashana .....................................164
Mike Palko - Dan Banjock....................................................119
Cristina Saunders - John Saunders .....................................119
Len Bourel - Paul Smith .......................................................118
Roy Glenn - Louis Lopez .....................................................118
Louis Lopez - Roy Glenn .....................................................118
Shawn Cook - Ken Cook......................................................115
Cristina Saunders - John Saunders .....................................109
Ken Towers - Brad LaPointe................................................104
Brad LaPointe - Marc Warwashana .......................................97
Larry Wilks - Dan Banjock......................................................95
John Ross - Al Ferraro...........................................................84

Event Directors Racing: Saunders - Spillman

OLD TIME STUNT PHASE 2
O.T.S. Phase 2 Intermediate
Pete Schlesser ................Mars/25......................................234
Don Sopka .......................Smoothie/FP40 ..........................198.5
Jim Moody .......................Smoothie/B-40 ...........................182

Judges: Benedetti - Hermans
Here’s Tim Stagg with his electric-powered Magician. Allen
Brickhaus photo.
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Here’s Pete Schlesser’s rendition of Bob Palmer’s Mars. Allen Brickhaus photo.
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Watt Moore
poses with an
original
Akrobat kit. He
rescued the
original from
the trash, built
another from
the remains,
and published
it. Allen
Brickhaus
photo.

Dan Banjock’s
Galloping
Comedian
featured Fox
.35 power and
a fantastic
aluminum cowl
that was spun
by Dan. The
wheel pants
were hand
formed from
aluminum
sheet and
welded. Allen
Brickhaus
photo.
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Left: Carl
Lovins with
his Tucker
Special. A
classic design
which gets
only a small
part of the
attention it
deserves.
Allen
Brickhaus
photo.

Right: Here’s
Dick Houser’s
Super Duper
Zilch.
Aaahhh
nothing looks
better than
sunshine
through the
covering.
Elwyn Aud
photo.

Alan Buck’s SV-11 performs
a wingover. The finish is
beige with chocolate brown
and orange trim stripes.
Quiet, understated elegance.
Elwyn Aud photo.
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Above: Windy Urtnowski (L) and Rich
Giacobone take a moment to display
their ships. Windy’s Tribute placed 5th
in Expert and Rich Giacobone placed
7th with his Caprice in Classic. Windy
Urtnowski photo.
Left: The memorial stone at the Brodak
home. Ron Heckler photo.
Lower left: Here’s another view of Dan
Banjock’s rendition of Red Reinhardt’s
Galloping Comedian. Windy Urtnowski
photo.
Below: Frank Imbriaco built this electric
powered version of the RD-1. It features
an E-flite Power 15 motor a Castle Ice
Lite 50 ESC and a Will Hubin timer.
Windy Urtnowski photo.
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Above: Larry Robertson’s Caravel shows
that the traditional approach has a lot of
advantages. Photo by Jim Hoffman.
Left: Tim Stagg again brought his
electric-powered Tsunami. Photo by Jim
Hoffman.

Right: Dan Banjock’s well-travelled,
PA 75-powered Vista placed second
in Expert this year. Jim Hoffman
photo.
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A Bob Hunt-designed
Caprice was very
well-built and flown
by Rich Giacobone.
Photo by Jim
Hoffman.

The Predator
is an original
classic,
designed and
flown by Tom
Dixon. Allen
Brickhaus
photo.
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Left: Left to right are Bob Brookins,
Lew Woolard, Joe Adamusko, and
Terry McDowell caught embellishing
their accounts of contests past.
Elwyn Aud photo.
Below:Dan Bregar seems very happy
as he poses with his electricpowered Brodak Magician. Allen
Brickhaus photo.
Bottom: Terry McDowell wipes down
his Humongous after a flight. Elwyn
Aud photo.
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Above: Tim Tipton brought this lovely
MonoKote covered, electric-powered, Bill
Werwage-designed, Vulcan. Another great
flight shot by Mr. Aud!
Right: Jim Catavenis test-runs the engine in
his gorgeous, silk-and-dope covered,
Williamson-designed Gyrator. Elwyn Aud
photo.
Below: This very well-built and finished P-51D
Mustang stunter belongs to Dick Carville. Allen
Brickhaus photo.
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Competition
H

ello. My name is Derek Barry and I have been
competing in control line precision aerobatics for
twenty-three years. I go to five contests and one
National Championship a year. I also attend our US Team Trails
and have had the privilege of being on two US teams. My
intention for this column is to inform you in any way I can
about the importance of competition and the skills required to
compete at any level.

Reliability
I cannot stress enough how important having reliable
equipment is to competition. If you go out for an official flight
and the engine does not start, you obviously will not be very

By Derek Barry
competitive. However, there is much more to it than having an
engine that runs. All aspects of our planes and ourselves must be
considered when preparing for a contest.
You may ask, “What does he mean by ‘ourselves’?” What I
mean is, when you carry your plane out onto the circle for your
first and in some cases your only official flight for the day, can
you rely on yourself? Did you put fuel or a charged battery into
your plane? Are your lines hooked up correctly? Are they walked
out and free of kinks? Did you grab your tachometer, battery,
chicken stick, and stopwatch? Is there an extra prop,
engine/motor, tank/battery, in your flight box? These are just a
few of the questions you should ask yourself before you prepare
for an official flight.

Ted was an excellent coach to the team and myself in Hungary. Having a good coach is crucial at the top levels of Stunt.
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Let us say that you go out for this
“official flight” and you break a prop on
take-off. Do you have a spare just like
the one you broke? In most cases, there
is simply not enough time to go
purchase, balance, and pitch a new prop
before you are due to fly again. This
means that you will either forfeit that
round or fly with a prop with which you
are not familiar. In either case, you will
not be as competitive as you might have
been.
This past year in Hungary at the
World Championships, I thought I was
prepared for anything. I had a backup
engine, extra tanks, extra tuned pipes,
and one extra prop. I figured that this
would be more than enough for ten days
of flying. Well, I was wrong.
I ended up using my backup engine
after two days (the bearing in my main
engine was going bad), and on the final
day of practice I trashed my number one
prop. The practice circles, after three
days of heavy traffic, had become very
uneven and full of holes. I nosed the
plane over on takeoff and that was the
This is all of the backup gear for my Dreadnought. This stuff is always with me at
end of that. I lost the second prop during
contest, the place you are most likely to need it!
an official flight after an unscheduled
touch and go during my square eights.
So, there I was, 5,000 miles from
home and no props for my plane. After
Over the past couple of years electric motors for stunt flying
some different prop trials with no success, Dave Fitzgerald found
the only person there (a member of the Brazilian team) with the have become very popular, and I can see many advantages, if you
right prop and arranged for me to use it. (Thanks Dave.) May this know what you are doing. I think that this is an area where it
really helps to have someone around who knows more than you
mistake be a lesson to you; it certainly was to me.
Airplane reliability is very important, as well. If you are flying do about the set-up and use of such power systems.
From what I understand, once you get your set-up working
an ARF or an ARC, I strongly suggest that you open up an area
on the model and inspect the controls. If you did not assemble properly it is pretty much “plug and play” after that. This could
those components yourself, you cannot trust that they will not be very helpful to beginners and people who have trouble
fail. I say this because I had an experience with an ARF that running internal combustion engines.
Personally, I like internal combustion engines. I like the feel
really scared me. I had an ARF with around fifty flights on it.
It was mainly a trainer for my son and a fun plane for one of of an engine running at the end of the lines; I like the sound; I like
the RC guys at my field to fly. It was hanging by the lead-outs in the smell; and I like the power. I have had good luck with I/C
a closet at my house for several months. One day, I opened the engines, but this is because of the amount of time I have spent
door only to find that both, not one, but both lead-outs had come using them.
I think that the only way to have a reliable engine/motor setloose at the bellcrank and the plane was lying on the floor. Thank
up is to spend a lot of time using it. You must learn everything
goodness that this did not happen in the air.
If you do build your own plane (and I hope you do), you must you can about your package to use it to the best of its ability.
This last one is a bit of a challenge: Have a reliable coach. If
follow the directions, or at least follow known techniques for
building a strong, reliable, and safe airplane. For competitive you look at the history of this event, the most successful control
airplanes, extra care must be placed on alignment and weight, line pilots have had coaches. We can do a pretty good job by
ourselves of getting close to that elusive rule book pattern, but
but that’s not all.
Using the best quality parts available, such as good tanks, there are just some things that we cannot see until someone
props, hinges, and finishing products will provide you with a points them out to us.
A good coach is hard to find. I know this sounds harsh, but a
longer lasting airplane. Most of all, you want a plane that you
person giving you incorrect advice can do more harm than good.
know is strong and light.
A flimsy plane will not fly well or last long, and therefore, it It may not be intentional (it rarely is), but it can be detrimental
will be unreliable. A plane that is too heavy will not fly well, to your success. A good coach knows what he/she is looking for
either, and will cause you many other trim problems and and is not afraid to tell you (no matter how good you think you
reliability issues, not to mention the extra stress it places on you are). It is best to be open to criticism, especially from those who
are better than we are.
and the control system.
Setting a standard of reliability for our equipment and
Engine/Motor reliability (and power) is extremely important
in precision aerobatics. I know very little about electric set-ups, ourselves is best-accomplished through practicing a routine, so
next time we will start with that. SN
so I will only touch on them briefly.
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E-Stunt

By William DeMauro
demauw@verizon.net

Brodak ARC T-Rex Power is a Scorpion 3026-890 Hubin FM9 VR with remote start switch and a + or – 200 rpm variable pot for on-thespot rpm adjustments, same as a needle valve on a glow engine. I use a Phoenix 45 speed control. This model has become my favorite
test plane. I’ve had at least four different electric setups in it. All photos by Will DeMauro.

H

i, everyone. My name is William DeMauro, and I was
asked to take over the writing of this column twice a
year. Bob Hunt has decided to have three columnists
work on this one so that we can get several different points of
view on E-Stunt from around the country. I will try to the best of
my abilities to answer any of your questions regarding control
line model flight and especially to address your thoughts and
opinions concerning the new and exciting direction the hobby is
journeying toward.
I credit my dad with introducing me to the world of model
airplanes. I was no more than two or three years old when I was
throwing chuck gliders around the house, much to my mother’s
dismay.
My dad was always building stick and tissue control line
airplanes. We then progressed to my first beginner’s CL airplane
which was a Sterling Beginner’s Eindecker, complete with a Cox
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.049 for power, for my 9th birthday. We originally flew in the
parking lot of a local shopping center in Queens. Soon after that I
was hooked on the hobby and convinced my dad to drive me to
Flushing Meadow Park to watch the more experienced pilots. I
graduated to larger airplanes, such as Banshees, Twisters, and
Super Chipmunks. Believe it or not, I never owned a Ringmaster,
but I still progressed nonetheless!
It was my distinct pleasure to see the likes of such great fliers
such as Bob Lampione, Gene Shaffer, Bob Hunt, Bill Simons,
Big Jim Greenaway, Mike Rogers, and Andy Lee. I especially
appreciated the wonderful photos which Andy took and would
develop and send to my dad and me. Dick Kurth took me — as
he did with all young fliers—under his wing, and taught me basic
maneuvers.
I then read up on the CL stunt pattern and quickly learn to fly
it. By fourteen, I was flying in local contests and was very

contests so that I could experience what
the larger whole of control line was like.
I even placed first in some major
contests in intermediate and even
wound up with my name engraved on a
very large trophy which my mom got to
polish for a whole year!
It was during these formative teen
years that I met another pilot and
present-day fellow E-flier, Ron Heckler.
He was at that time President of the
Astoria Control Line Association of
which I was a member.
I continued flying locally up until the
1980’s when I met my wonderful wife
Jeannie. My focus shifted to working
and raising our three sons. I returned to
flying in the 1990’s, but the only
competition I would enter would be in
Flushing Meadow. This contest was run
for many years by Joe Ortiz, another
dear friend and fellow flier whom I had
the distinct pleasure of knowing but
This is my molded composite SV22. I molded the wing skins, fuse,
who is sadly no longer with us.
and stab in Jose Modesto’s shop.
I have over the years introduced my
The flaps are foam, and the
sons
to flying. James, my oldest, flew
elevator and rudder are traditional
for
a
very brief period of time. My
balsa construction. Power is
middle son Chris flew for two years. He
provided by a Scorpion 3026-890
motor, a Phoenix 45 ESC, and a
was very good but preferred to
Hubin FM9vr timer. Batteries are
concentrate on basketball. My youngest
Hyperion 4s 4000mAh unit. Special
son Kevin has been my wing man. I
thanks to Jose Modesto for his
enjoy his company in the pit and trips to
help and advice.
contests. We have ventured as far as
Maryland together.
As much as I enjoyed buying glow plugs
and fuel, I was bugged by my dad about the
electric-powering of my present airplanes in about 2004
or 2005. I didn’t’ really want any part of it, since I had
always been a glow flier. I also felt that the power
necessary to fly a competitive stunt pattern would never
be achieved by the batteries and electric engines that
were available at that time.
I kept telling my dad that it would never work! But
if you know my dad, then you know he does not take
no for an answer and kept telling me and insisting
that that was the future of model aviation. He even
went out and purchased a few electric RC park flyers
and insisted that I learn to fly them.
As soon as I flew my first lithium batterypowered park flyer with an outrunner type motor in
it, I knew that I could work these set-ups into
stunt. I had no idea where to begin. I only knew
that the power was now available in the form of
lithium batteries to power a stunt ship. This was
an exciting revelation for me, and it opened my
mind to the possibility that these types of power
my
I used on
systems could actually work for stunt.
t.
n
tu
R
tive E-s
nks to
Could my dad have been right? Parents do
ompeti Iron-on. Tha
c
g
in
me fly lack Baron
d
te
get
smarter as we get older!
r
g is B
that sta
model . The coverin
e
I
started
to read every message board
th
ish.
etup
V-11 is
This S d Scorpion s with the fin
pertaining
to
electric
power.
Most of these boards were RC
lp
r
standa for all his he
promptly related. It didn’t matter to me because I just wanted to learn about
r
le
k
c
He
kicked out of beginner
the power systems and how they worked. It didn’t take long for
and bumped up to intermediate. I
the name Mike Palko to start showing up on numerous message
begged my dad at this point to start driving me to NJ
boards.
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Left: Here is a 12-volt, 47-amp server power
supply purchased from Feathermerchant.com.
These are exellent for powering our ever-morepowerful battery chargers.
Lower left: This 12-volt, 57-amp server power
supply available from serversupply.com. I
converted this. This will easily run three or four
chargers at the same time.
Below: The two 12-volt supplies and a 24-volt,
57-amp supply were also made by me.
Instructions on how to make these can be
found on rcgroups.com.

I quickly found out that he was flying an electric-powered
control line stunter. I also learned that Brodak was going to
produce an electric-powered control line airplane. Soon
thereafter, Brodak released an electric version of the Clown. It
didn’t take long for Neal Beekman to the first person in Flushing
flying field to show up with one of these new Clowns.
I normally do not ask someone to fly their airplanes, but I was
so interested that I did not hesitate to ask Neal. He gladly agreed
to let me try it. Even though that plane had a non-governed
electric power system, it was better than any glow engine I had
ever flown! Now I had to have one of these electric-powered
planes, only better.
I quickly got myself a JMP timer, a Phoenix 45, an outrunner
motor, and some lithium batteries. I pulled my Banshee off the
wall and proceed to convert it. Within a couple of week, I had my
own electric stunter. I learned a lot from that first airplane and
knew that I even wanted better.
I wanted an electric-powered stunt ship that could fly and
compete at the highest levels. I had been flying SV-11’s for years
and decided that that type of airplane would be my first serious
electric project.
When I first threw the idea out on the message boards, I was
met with either very positive or very negative comments. There
was no in between reactions. I was determined to have this plane
done for the 2009 flying season. As anyone knows, when you try
to attempt such a major project, things seem to get in the way.
There’s still work, family, and a home to maintain. I still was
convinced that I could pull off this major undertaking. In March,
2009, my new plane flew. I immediately knew that there was no
turning back. Electric power systems were here to stay. Since
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then my entire glow fleet has been converted, sold or given away.
Here’s some background information regarding some of the
control line flyers in the NYC area. I have the distinct pleasure of
working and flying with some very knowledgeable and
experienced pilots. They make the hobby very enjoyable with
their company.
I have been friends with Ron Heckler for more than thirty
years. I met Ron in my teen years, and we have continued to
assist one another in the building and brainstorming of our
various ships. I would like to at this time congratulate Ron on his
fine efforts in writing an article dedicated to electric stunt. His
Apache profile electric stunt model was recently published in
Model Aviation. Ron has also always given his time in helping to
judge various local contests.
Another of my constituents that I have worked and flown with
is Jose Modesto. He has developed a very innovative system of
molding various major components for model airplanes, such as
wings, fuses, and stabs. Jose is currently flying an all electric
fleet. He also has one of the first E-Sharks to come off the line.
He has flown for many years in Flushing Meadow circle as
well as a number of Nationals. Many of us come to the field with
an extra plane for anyone who might be interested in trying to
convert or fly E-stunt .
I would like at this time to write briefly about power supplies
for our chargers. If one checks the prices around the internet for
good quality power supplies, they will find that they are quite
expensive.
The guys on the RC message boards (RCgroups.com) have
come up with a great solution. They are converting server power

Here’s a bottom view
of my T-Rex test
plane.

Left and below: My Banshee is
powered by a budget outrunner
(86MB27-Rocket-2820-860kv)
from hobbypartz.com. It
features a Phoenix 45 ESC, an
FM9 timer, and uses 4s
3300mAh Turnigy Nano
batteries from hobbyking.com.
These motors are priced around
$20 and seem to be working out
very well.

supplies for our
use. Surplus power
supplies can be purchased for less
than twenty dollars in most cases. For
example, my HP 12 volt 57 amp power supply cost me
$13 shipped to my door!
These power supplies are extremely stable and made to run
24/7. Therefore, we will never burn one out in the manner in
which we use them. For those readers who do not feel
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comfortable doing this conversion, there
is a website called feathermerchant.com.
They are willing to do this conversion
for you at a reasonable price.
Most power supplies are
approximately $50.00 shipped. Any
questions, regarding power supplies or
any other questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
I would like to thank Rudy Taube for
doing such a wonderful job, writing
and presenting this column every two
months. He did an incredibly thorough
job of handling and presenting the
appropriate E-Stunt material.
I only hope to do half as well as he
has done; then I would be doing ok . I
will be sharing this column with a
writer from the Midwest and one
from the West Coast so that we
can have three different
perspectives from
different regions of the
country.
Please feel free to
send me any
thoughts,
comments, or
questions.
Also, don’t
hesitate to
send me
photos and
ideas to be
published in
future columns,
space permitting.
This is your
magazine and your
column. Without your
input there can be no
true E-stunt column. SN

My Flight Streak ARF is
powered by a budget
($17) 3536-900 motor
from rctimer.com, and
features an APC 9 x 6
pusher prop, a Hubin
FM-9 timer, and a
Phoenix 35 ESC. The
motor is similar in size
to an E-flight Power 10
and has 5mm bearings
and shaft. My son,
Kevin, has put about 40
flights on the motor and
it is still going strong. I
am using various
budget batteries in the
4s 2200mAh class on
this plane.
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It’s in the Details

By Matt eumann

I want to make clear that I do
this purely for cosmetic purposes only.

O

n the real 1:1 Stuka, there is a set of counter weight
balances on the elevators that are designed to help the
pilot by taking some of the load off of the controls in the
extreme dives that the Stukas were designed to do.
This is an interesting feature that I try to replicate on my semiscale Stuka stunt planes. I want to make clear that I do this purely
for cosmetic purposes only. There is nothing aerodynamic about
these, although the same procedure could be incorporated into
making the small end plates that some put on the ends of their
stabilizer. Bob Gieseke, for instance, remarked about trying this
with the plates he puts on the stabilizer of his “Bear” design.
My counter weight balances merely consist of small fairings
on the stabilizer itself, married to simulated “counter balances”
that move with the elevator. Over the years I have had many
people ask me how I make these. So, guess what this article is
going to be about! You guessed it: How I make these counter
balances (or how you could adapt these into end
plates on your stabilizer/elevator).
The first step,
as

Here are my patterns. Note the center lines drawn on them.

to anything we do, should be to draw out a full-scale pattern.
Since the hinge joint between the two is perfectly round, I like to
use a circle template to draw this feature between the pieces. I
prefer doing this over a compass because the circle template has
little tick marks at 90° around the circle.
I use these to mark the exact center of the circle and to mark
reference lines on the piece of wood. One set of these are used to

draw the centerline down the full length of the piece, while the
other set is used to locate the center of the circle. This is a crucial
step for later on when you are aligning things.
The next step is to cut out your patterns. I know I may state
the obvious, but it bears stating anyway: Be accurate when
cutting out your patterns. I like to fold my patterns lengthwise
and then cut out both sides at once. That way, when the pattern is
unfolded, I get an exact match, top and bottom.
Now make a couple of blank wood pieces. I like to use 1/16inch thick balsa wood for the parts on the elevators and 3/32-inch
thick balsa for the parts on the stabilizers.
I also glue 1/64-inch thick plywood to each side of the blanks.
This plywood strengthens the pieces so they do not
“accidentally” break while in the process of building or later on
when cleaning the plane. I learned this the hard way on the first
plane on which I installed these. I have had no trouble since, after
putting plywood on each side of the piece.
This plywood, by the way, also adds crispness to the edges,
enabling you to get a nice sharp, flat edge on the pieces. Of
course, you could simply use 1/16-inch and 3/32-inch thick
plywood in the construction to begin with, but it will end up
slightly heavier than the wood sandwich I make.

Here is my blank for the counter weight portion. I
purposely make the trailing edge part a little wide so I can
fit it exactly to the shape of the elevator later on when it is
permanently attached.

When you make your pieces, pay close attention to the pivot
areas of the pieces. These are the convex and concave surfaces of
the pieces. Make them as round as you possibly can. Again I like
to use a circle template as a guide when starting out. Test fit often
to see that the parts fit together well.
Make sure you draw centerlines on both sides of each part.
After I get one set matched, I like to flip one side over and see
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how the two pieces fit this way. If you get a good fit with one of
the parts flipped both ways, then you know the hinge area is
even, top and bottom.
Use the centerlines as a guide when doing this. The concave
portion (the one that attaches to the stabilizer) needs to be about a
1
/16 inch bigger in diameter than the other piece. This will give a
1
/32-inch gap between the pieces. Take your time to get this gap
even. It really adds to the appearance when the gap is even.

Now, making sure you have accurately drawn your vertical
and horizontal lines on the piece that attaches to the elevator, put
the center of the actual hinge line right on the center of the circle
that you drew earlier.
In my case the point of the front of the elevator is what I want
right on the point that I drew earlier. If this is off center in any
way, then the piece is likely to rub against one side of the other
piece when full deflection is given. Not good if you want to keep
your controls nice and free.
Now put the hinges into your elevator and dry fit it to the
stabilizer. With the elevator in the neutral position, tape the
stabilizer piece in position, making sure you have the 1/32-inch
gap that you had when the pieces were loose. Now move the
elevator up and down through its full range of motion. By full
range of motion I mean the full range of motion that the elevator
will have once all the controls are hooked up.
Let’s face it, the controls are not going to be able to move a
full 90° once all the pushrods are hooked up, so don’t worry
about extreme deflections. If your controls have the capability
for these extreme deflections, you did something wrong.
Most setups have around 30° maximum up and down, even
though we don’t even use that much during flight. For most
people, that is adequate, so if that fits your design, then shoot for
it.
Remember, you don’t want to rub off your paint. So if the
pieces do happen to rub somewhere, adjust the piece on the
stabilizer until nothing rubs.

9

In these two photos
you can see the fit between the
convex and concave portion of the pieces. In the
second photo you can see the gap between the pieces.

6
10
In Photo 9 the
elevator portion
is temporarily
taped in place.
This is so you
can check fit
and
movement
before gluing
it in place.

8

7
In Photo 6 you can see the
center lines that I have drawn
for reference. In Photos 7 and 8
you can see where exactly they are centered on the end of the elevator. Notice the
point where the “cross hairs” meet is the same spot that the point of the leading edge
of the elevator is.
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In Photo 10
the
stabilizer
portion is
glued and
sanded to
final shape.

Once satisfied as to the fit, use thin CA to glue
it in place. Notice on the picture that I did not
round the leading edge of the piece on the

stabilizer when I was fitting it. Also, this piece is slightly wider
than the stabilizer at this point.
This is a built-in fudge factor and will be taken care of after it
is permanently attached by sanding to final shape and size.
On the full
scale Stuka
11
the stabilizer
extends just a
little bit farter
out than the
elevator. With
that in mind, I

put small tips on the stabilizer to also replicate this. However, I
first drill a series of holes along the length of the fairing to make
it easier to hollow out this part of the elevator tip.
You want to save weight wherever you can. I then turn these
holes into a full-blown slot to get the maximum amount taken
out. I then make a tip out of 3/8-inch thick balsa wood shaped and
hollowed out. Once attached, this completes the look I am after.
One thing that you may have noticed is that I use a thinner
piece of wood on the elevator than I do on the stabilizer. This is
to give clearance between the counterweight part of the elevator
and the end of the stabilizer of about 1/32 inch. I
f I were to make them the same thickness, I would have to
move the elevator out just a bit, and that portion of the weight
would be out of alignment from the front.
Okay, there you have it. The stabilizer tips are now ready to be
finish sanded and painted, giving a unique look for my plane. If
you find a way to incorporate something similar, give it a try.
Remember, it is in the details. SN

12
13

Here you can see the series of holes that I drilled in
the end of the stabilizer portion. This is to ease
making the slot to maximize taking out as much
weight as possible. See Photo 12. Photo 13 shows
the carved and hollowed out stabilizer tip.

Here is the side view of the finished product.

Left: Here is a shot of the gap that I mentioned. Notice
the slight gap between the weight portion on the
elevator and the end of the stabilizer.
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Sabre Dancer

By William Davis

Early Days, by Curtis Comer
This story starts in 1946 and is about the Sabre Dancer
stunt airplane and its designer, Steve Felker, of Decatur,
GA. Nowadays, Steve resides in NC, and can still often
be found observing at local events.
In 1946, Steve was back home from military service.
He and his brother Bob resumed flying control-line (CL)
airplanes steadily. At that time, speed flying was the thing
for them.
In 1947, Steve continued to fly the speed event but
began to get more and more into the stunt event, still
using ignition engines. About this time, the Decatur
Model Club was originated by the owner of the local
hobby shop, and things were moving along rapidly in the
Decatur and Atlanta areas.
Before long came the introduction of the glow plug as
replacement for all the ignition parts. Concurrent with this,
Steve already had ideas for a new lightweight and
competitive stunt airplane. The name came later, but this was
the beginning of the Sabre Dancer. Two of us younger stunt
enthusiasts, Curtis Comer and Cliff
Telford, soon had Sabre Dancers
under construction. Steve was
our mentor and inspiration
and will always be
appreciated.
Steve was very
successful with

Curtis Comer, Cliff Telford, and Steve Felker at the 2003 Nats.

the Sabre Dancer. During 1948 and 1949, he placed first or
second in at least eight stunt events throughout the Southeast.
1949 ats Trip, by Steve Felker
It’s 1949, and what a great year we’re having. We’re headed to
the Nats at Olathe, KS, courtesy of the US Navy.
Curtis Comer, Cliff Telford, and I are part of
a group of nine who earned the trip by
winning our class in various events in
the Southeastern Regional Model
Meet in Atlanta. Curtis, Cliff,
and I will be flying the Sabre
Dancer design which has been
pretty successful in local
control-line stunt competition.
The flight took
about five hours in a US
Navy PBY
Amphibian

patrol plane,
which was a thrill for
everybody. Our arrival in Olathe
revealed an unbelievable site of over 1200
crazy modelers who would be living
together for the next five days with engines
running day and night, dope and castor oil
fumes everywhere.
With windy days assuring crashes, repairs
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went on all night, along with the sounds of recently
introduced ½ A engines mounted on anything with
wings, screaming round and round inside the
maintenance hanger . So what if there wasn’t any
time to eat or sleep, you didn’t want to miss anything.
Everything, free flight, control-line and RC going on
at the same time. Wow, what a show!
Curtis Comer received a third place in Junior
Stunt, but this was the best we could do. We learned
right away that we were up against the best fliers in
the country. We arrived back home exhausted, but
happy, with many long lasting memories of our
wonderful trip to the 1949 Nationals.
About the Sabre Dancer, by Steve Felker
Although never published or kitted, the Sabre
Dancer has an interesting history. It evolved from my
experience flying control-line stunt, beginning in
1946. This was very difficult, since the planes were
heavy, the ignition
engines were
unreliable, and the
batteries and fuel
system had to be dealt
with. When the glow
plug and nitro fuel
arrived in the fall of
1947, the whole thing
became much simpler
and we were off and
running.
The plane that
emerged was a lightly
built model of around
450 square inches,
with interconnected

Results
The results from major meets flying the “Sabre
Dancer” during ’48 and ’49 are as follows:
1948
1st place stunt, Tennessee State Champs,
Nashville TN
1st place stunt, Alabama State Champs,
Birmingham AL
1st place stunt, Dalton GA Meet
1st place stunt, Regional Meet, Salisbury NC
1st place stunt. Plymouth Intl. Regional Meet,
Atlanta GA
2nd place stunt. Southeastern, Atlanta GA
Attended and flew in the Plymouth Detroit Meet
1949
1st place stunt. Southeastern, Atlanta GA
1st place stunt, Plymouth Intl. Regional Meet,
Atlanta GA
Attended and flew in the Plymouth Detroit Meet
Attended and flew in the Nats, Olathe KS

Contest NAS Atlanta
1948 L-R Cliff Telford,
Curtis Comer, and Steve
Felker. Official U S
Navy photograph.

flaps and elevator and
powered by a Torp .29,
which got the job
done. I built several of
these and competed
regularly in 1948 and
1949, with good
results in meets in
Georgia, Tennessee,
North Carolina, and
Alabama. Sometimes
for a novel effect, I
would fly two at once.
After getting both
models inverted and
luckily recovering
without crashing a few
times, I decided this
was going a little too
far. Since Jim Walker
had been flying three
at once, I reasoned that
two shouldn’t be that
much of a problem.
Later this evolved into
my being able to
“hover” a single plane
on the downwind side of
the circle, using a modified, lower-pitch prop so it wouldn’t
climb too much. This is when the name “Sabre Dancer”
originated, named after a song popular at that time.
I was very pleased when Curtis Comer decided that the Sabre
Dancer would be a likely candidate to resurrect from the past
and asked for my input. With William Davis’ help on the
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and will be required during the final
assembly of the model to assist in
alignment of component parts. My table
for this project is a solid door that is
covered with a single piece of 3/8-inch
thick glass to help true up the building
surface. On top of this I place a single sheet of ½inch thick sheetrock to have a “pinnable” work surface.

construction
article and photos,
and Watt Moore doing the great CAD
plan, the Saber Dancer lives again for
future generations of modelers to
enjoy.
Results
In 1951, I, Steve Felker, served as a
member of Bob Elliott’s Veco stunt
team. We flew Veco Squaws with Veco
.29 engines. This was a fun time and I
enjoyed Bob and his dad very much.
They certainly did a lot for the hobby
in the Atlanta area at this time. At Mr.
Elliot’s request, I served as Contest
Director for the Southeastern 1952.
Construction: William Davis
The construction of an OTS Model
of this type is very straightforward.
Very few special tools will be needed.
Of most importance is a straight, flat
table to work on. This will help during
the construction of model components
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William Davis’ Sabre
Dancer prior to primer
and paint.

Wing Construction
Construction begins with the wing.
Start by cutting out rib templates and
making all the ribs required. After all of the
ribs are stacked together. Block sand to
remove all imperfections and help clean up
all of the leading edges, trailing edges, and
spar slots. This design has a constant chord
wing which has all of the same rib shape
and spacing. The only exception to this is
the center ribs are made smaller to
accommodate the center section sheeting.

The Adjusto Jig wing fixture has been used in all of my
models for the past 25 years. It requires some setup time.
The only time consuming part of setting up the wing
fixture is getting the rib spacing the same at each station.
This is only difficult on the first couple of models. After
that you will get the hang of setting up the fixture.
Wood Selection
Wood selection for any competition model is very
important. Proper selection for the correct grain direction
and grain orientation will maximize strength and weight
benefits of proper wood selection. This will get you a very
strong and lightweight model that will last you many
contest seasons.
It is more important to study the wood selection
requirements in relation to the job that the wood will be
doing. Make sure the flaps, elevator, stabilizer, and
fuselage sides have very straight quarter-grain wood.

Leadout guide detail for stunting position.
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This Sabre Dancer is Watt
Moore's recent work. It’s
powered by a Torpedo 32. Note
the bolt-through-the-tank hold
down.

Below: Leadout guide position
for stunt, rear position will be
for hovering and to Sabre
Dance.

The wing could be built on a flat table, if that is your
preference. My wing was built on the Adjusto Jig and
turned out very nice, straight, and light. This is a very
simple design and will not be too difficult for any
modeler with very basic construction skills.
One item that may be hard to find is the leading edge
stock. If you cannot find it in your local hobby shop,
you can shape one out of sheet wood. This is what I did
on the first Sabre Dancer and it worked out very well.
The tips are very straightforward. Some shaping will be
required to make equal left and right. Be sure to put in
the extra leadout guide support at the inboard wing to
give a slot for the guide. A tip weight box is optional, but
recommended.
Fuselage
The fuselage construction always begins with deciding on the
engine that will be used. My model will use an O.S. .35 S control
line engine. There are a lot of other engines available that will
also work well. Probably the best modern choice would be an OS
LA .25. This is a great little engine. Even in its stock form, it will
be very consistent and reliable. It’s quite light, too. Use of an
engine any heavier than a .35 S or a Fox .35 will require
additional tail weight to get the CG right. A Torp .32 would be
perfect and correct for the model, but sometimes they are hard to
find. Watt Moore put a vintage Torp .32 engine in his and it
performs flawlessly.
Start construction of the engine crutch by using the engine
motor mount stock to set the width of fuselage. Change the
mounting pads or increase the motor mount size to get the
fuselage to the dimensions on the plans. A stock 2-inch wide tank
will fit the fuselage if the plans are followed. After the crutch is
finished, set it aside until the fuselage is ready.
Use some good quarter-grain balsa for the fuselage sides.
Weight is important, but some extra strength here will pay off in
the long run with better engine runs and longer model life. Install
the formers as per plans, leaving the top and bottom sheeting off
to facilitate control and wing installation.
Make up the firewall plate for the landing gear and bend and
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shape the landing gear. J-Bolt the landing gear to the firewall and
then install the firewall. By now the fuselage is taking shape
without the wing or stabilizer installed.
Control Linkage
After all of the final sanding of the wing and fuselage is done,
we are ready to complete the flap and flap horn arrangement. Use
a 3/32-inch diameter flap horn as the plans show. Proper bushing
of the flap horn will increase the life of model. It will help
eliminate the oil seepage around the rear of wing and give
smoother controls.
The flaps are pretty straight forward. Use stiff, straight
quarter-grain wood for the flaps and also for the stabilizer and
elevator. I used Ambroid cement to attach all of my cloth hinges.
Nylon control hinges will work and are recommended if you are
using iron on coverings.
One of the most difficult parts of building this design will be
proper setup and adjustment of the control linkage. The bellcrank
is pretty tight on top of the wing, so I used a Fox aluminum
bellcrank to get the proper clearance. Use 3/32 music wire for all
control system pushrods.
Put Z-bends on the pushrod ends and solder washers on the
ends to help align the rods. There is some close measuring to get
it right, but with a little practice, it will go together quickly. Ball
link and carbon fiber pushrods would work fine in this setup, but
I chose the more traditional route.

When you check the alignment of elevator
and flaps, make sure the proper amount of
deflection is observed. Stick with the number
of degrees of deflection shown on the plans and
everything will work out right.
Installing Wing
I removed a section of the bottom of the
fuselage to install the wing. Other methods will
work, but with the flaps and control horn on the
wing, you will have to either install it from the
top or bottom. Go back and reinforce the splice
with 1/8-inch balsa.
Alignment
Probably the most important step in building
any model airplane is to insure that the wing is
centered, squared, and properly aligned in all
directions. Make sure that the wing centerline
is true to the stab centerline and are lined up
from all angles.
Check, double check, and then check again.
The same procedure will be needed for the
stabilizer and elevator. Extra time here will
make a model that will be easy to trim out and
will perform better.

( L to R ) Curtis Comer , William Davis, Steve Felker, and Watt Moore at a recent
Huntersville NC contest. Steve now lives in North Carolina.

Final Assembly
After the wing and tail are installed, the rudder is added and
all final controls are connected at the elevator and adjusted. You
can start prepping the model for the preferred finish of your
choice.
You will need a small fillet around the wing and tail, as well
as the rudder. Not only does this help in appearance of the
model, but it also increases the strength of all joints, as well as
making model more fuel proof. I have been using 3M fiberglass
resin and micro balloons to make the fillets on all of my
models. It sands great and adds strength to the fuselage and
wing joint.
After the wing is covered in your choice of covering, you
will need to install the inboard wing line guide. I install this
after the wing is covered but before all of painting is done. You
will need to make up a set of lead out wires. You can use either
flexible cable or solids to suit. Install the landing gear and
secure the tail wheel as per the plans.
I will not get into the finishing of the model. I have seen
models like this that were covered in MonoKote iron-on finish
that performed well and really looked great. I would
recommend painting the fuselage and using iron on coverings
for the rest of the model. If you want get in some practice in
perfecting your dope finish, may I suggest the use of Brodak
primer and dope for all painted surfaces.
Install your engine and fuel tank after all finish is applied.
Check the controls for equal throw. Check the CG and add a
little extra tip weight to get the initial flight in. Test run the
engine a couple times before you put in the first flight. Then go
out and experience what it would have been like to go to the
1949 Nationals with Steve, Curtis, and Cliff. SN
Left: Watt Moore holding the model at his home in South
Carolina.
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by Allan Perret

1

Also, at that time I thought I
needed to use solid lines like
those the “Big Boys” were
using, so my jig ended up having
a six-inch wide hardwood jaw to
make sure there would be no
possibility of damaging the solid
lines when clamping in the jaw.
That’s probably overkill, but it
works really well at holding the
line taught with minimal
clamping pressure.
To meet the 1/8-inch tolerance
issue, I sized the jig so the back
end of the jaw is exactly twelve
inches from the eyelet mounting
point. (See photos 2 and 3.)

2
hen I got back
into control line
flying about 15
years ago, it
wasn’t long
before I realized making my own
line sets was the way to go. My
first hand-held attempts at
wrapping the terminations
resulted in a spaghetti mess; it
was obvious I needed a jig to hold
the line and eyelet. The first three
photos show the original line
wrapping jig I made, with a
completed line termination in it
for illustration. In the
foreground in Photo 1 you can
see a second, smaller jaw for
wrapping leadouts (more on that
later).
In designing my jig there
were several goals: unobstructed
access to the working area of the
wrap, holding the line taught
with no possibility of damaging
the line, and the ability to make
line sets to within 1/8 inch of
each other to minimize or
eliminate handle neutral
adjustments when changing
lines.

W
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3

4

support. Photo 4 shows the
smaller, two-inch wide jaw now
installed on the jig in place of
the wider line jaw. It has a
single clamp bolt in the center,
so I installed two guide rods to
keep the movable jaw from
rotating.
The wider line jaw has two
clamp bolts so that wasn’t
necessary in that case. Photo 5
shows that the distance from the
eyelet to the back of the leadout
jaw is slightly more than five
inches. This allows making
leadout terminations that are
only one inch from the wingtip
when the controls are at the full
extent of travel.
Now I have a jig that can do
either the line sets or the plane’s
leadouts by just swapping the
jaw.

5

6
5

In use I terminate the first end of each line,
then measure and mark with a piece of tape one
foot shorter than the final length, and then
register the tape against the back end of the jaw
to terminate the final ends of the lines. (See
photo 3.) Example: for 60-foot long lines, put
tape at the 59-foot mark.
With the tape at the back of the jaw, the jig
gives you the last foot. That feature and the jig in
general work out great. I can wrap a set of lines in
about an hour. With experience and careful layout and marking, I
can get the tolerance between lines closer to 1/16 inch. I became a
happy camper when I learned to perfect this procedure.
But I still struggled with terminating leadouts at the plane’s
wingtip. I could not use the jig with the wide jaw for lines
because the width of the jaw and the 12-inch spacing would
result in leadout terminations that were at least 16 inches from
the wingtip.
Obviously the leadouts would be too long. The solution was
to make a second smaller jaw and mount it closer to the eyelet

A little info on my wrap method
Here’s the procedure I use to wrap leadouts using my jig. As
shown in Photo 6, I put the wing on foam padding to elevate it to
the same height as the jig’s jaw. Then I pull the leadout out to its
travel limit and clamp it in the jaw with the wingtip right against
the back of the jaw.
Next, I go around the eyelet with the leadout wire and pull the
tag end of the line tight over the top of the jaw. I then go around
the support under the jaw with the wire a couple of times and
secure it there with a separate clamp. With leadouts (I use .027,
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7-strand, 125# test
cable), I do not go
around the eyelet
twice as in doing
smaller cables for
lines.
Photo 7 shows
this point, at which
time I am ready to
start the wrap. I just
pinch the cables
together with my
left hand, starting
the wrap with my
right hand,
intentionally
leaving a small
triangle opening
(about 3/16 inch)
behind the eyelet,
and make the first
wrap toward the
wingtip. (See photo
8.)
In Photo 9 I
have made a single
“figure eight”
weave with the
beginning of the
wrap wire at the
point of the
triangle, and also
unclamped the tag
end of line and bent
it back over the
first wrap.
Photo 10 shows
where I have made
about half of the
second wrap back
toward the eyelet.
At this point I cut
the final length of
tag cable at the
point of the triangle. I
also fan out the strands at the end so
they lay flatter for a smooth
transition.
I complete the second wrap to
9
the point of the triangle and then
do a “figure eight” weave to
completely fill the open triangle
area. Photos 11 and 12 show
the finished wrap. This results
in a less bulky (more
streamlined) termination than
if I had kept out the beginning of
the wrapping wire and twisted it with
the end of the wrapping wire.
This also maintains the shape of the triangle
which prevents it from opening up allowing the eyelet to fall
out.
When done with the wrap, I fill the “figure eight” triangle area
with glue only to secure it. I use wood glue, which dries
somewhat flexible, but epoxy would work here also because there

10

11

is no potential flexing in that area to cause a stress
point as there is at the line end of the wrapped
section.
Material selection
I tend to use what I
have on hand when I
decide to make a
jig. In this case
I used a 3/8inch x ¾inch
aluminum
bar for
the
eyelet
mount,
which is
tapped for a
4-40 flathead
screw. That’s
something I typically have
around for making woodworking jigs that slide in
the miter slot of my table saw.
I think maple with a
threaded brass insert
would also work okay
here. I used a
combination of maple
and Baltic birch ply for
the rest of this jig. Baltic
birch ply is a higher
grade of plywood that
has no voids and more
laminations than
standard grade. It is a
better choice for any jig
that you want to last. SN

12
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Robin’s
Robin’s View
View Productions
Productions
Bob
Bob Hunt’s
Hunt’s Lost-Foam
Lost-Foam
Wing
Wing Building
Building System
System
In 1968 Bob Hunt began
experimenting with foam wing
cutting, eventually becoming one of
the world’s most acknowledged
and accomplished experts at the
art. He liked the inherent and easyto-achieve accuracy that a properly
cut and covered foam wing virtually
assures.
Bob has developed a wing
building system that takes
advantage of the accuracy of the
foam cradle pieces, which are just
as accurate negative airfoil shapes
as the foam cores are positive
airfoil shapes. He has devised a
system in which the foam wing
blanks are marked for desired rib
positions for a built-up wing, prior to
being cut into a wing shape.

Once the core is cut, the rib
positions are marked accurately
onto it and labeled, and they are
also marked and labeled in the
lower cradle section. The core is
then cut up into extremely accurate
rib stations to be used as templates
for generating equally accurate
balsa ribs. An absolutely perfect
built-up representation of the
original foam core shape can then
be assembled in the lower cradle
half, which is at this point a formfitting building fixture.
Bob first tried this process in
1993, and the very first wing built in
the system was absolutely accurate
in every respect. That wing was

Our motto:

built for Bob’s
Tucker Special, which
went on to win the
Vintage Stunt Championships.
Its wing was light, strong and true!
Since that time, Bob has been
constantly developing and
improving his Lost-Foam Wing
Building System, incorporating
many unique innovations and ever
more accuracy-ensuring
techniques. Its success is evident
by the large number of top
aerobatic champions who have
chosen Lost-Foam as their
preferred wing building method.
Included on that list are Bill
Werwage, the 2004 World
Champion, and David Fitzgerald,
the current World Champion.
The Lost-Foam Wing Building
System has many advantages over
any other type of built-up wing
fixture system. The ribs that are
generated from the cut-up foam
core templates are accurate to
within a few thousandths of an
inch, and they fit perfectly into the
lower foam fixture to yield a
perfectly shaped wing. No other
system keys on and trues the
outside shape of the wing as it is
being built! Foam leading edge
molds—which are exact replicas of
the front of the wing shape—are
used to generate hyper-accurate
leading edge shells that have a
perfectly shaped leading edge
radius. Improperly shaped leading
edges are a major cause of poor
model performance. The LostFoam system solves that problem
completely!
Lost-Foam Wing Building
Systems are available for any
straight taper or constant chord
wing, and either straight or Warren
Truss rib schemes can be ordered.
RVP offers a two-DVD set that
takes you through every aspect of

the
Lost-Foam
process For those of you who
have your own foam cutting
equipment, the DVD program
covers all aspects of making your
own Lost-Foam fixture
components. For those who do not
have foam cutting equipment, the
DVD program offers a complete
step-by-step narrated video tutorial
on making a perfect Lost-Foam
wing with fixtures purchased from
Robin’s View Productions.
Bob Hunt’s Lost-Foam Wing
Building System DVD set (two
DVDs totaling 207 minutes) is
available from Robin’s View
Productions, PO Box 68,
Stockertown PA 18083. Phone:
(610) 746-0106 or e-mail Bob at
robinhunt@rcn.com. The two-DVD
set is list priced at $39.95, but is
available for a limited time to
PAMPA members for $24.95, plus
$5.00 postage and handling (US
only).
Start building better, lighter,
stronger, and much more accurate
wings today! This system and
these techniques are, according to
Bob, his most significant modeling
contribution to date.
Bob also offers a custom
building service for Lost-Foam
wings. Please contact Bob at RVP
for pricing and delivery times and
terms. Bob has built more than 250
Lost-Foam wings to date!
Robin’s View Productions
PO Box 68
Stockertown PA 18083
(610) 746-0106
robinhunt@rcn.com

Relentless Innovation!

Specifications:

Appearance
Point

Model ame: Hawker
Hunter
Designer: Bob Whitely
Construction type:
Built-up C-Tube wing
Wingspan: 59 inches
Moment arms: 10½
inches nose and 18 inches
tail
Weight dry: 64 ounces
Power package: Big Jim
ST 60
Propeller: Rev-Up 12 x
5 wood
Finish: Auto Air colors
over Nitrate dope
substrate and DuPont
Chroma Clear top coat
Line length: 65 feet
eyelet to eyelet

By Mike Ostella

Bob Whitely’s Hawker Hunter
BOB WHITELY spent a weekend with
me a few years ago and we discussed
several projects and possibilities during
that visit. Then Bob showed up at Brodak’s
with his Hawker Hunter and did very well.
I really liked the way that plane flew and
looked, but I needed a paint scheme that
would show up against the trees at my
home flying site at Lincoln Park, New
Jersey.
Before I start building a plane I need to
have the final paint job picked out.
Research led me to a great site called
airliners.net. There were scads of Hawker
Hunters there, mostly in camouflage, and
mostly in Swiss markings, but one stood
out as a highly visible candidate. Okay,
now I have the proper inspiration.
The plane was finished with a base coat
of certified non-tautening clear, then
carbon-fiber veil. The open bays were
covered in Polyspan. More dope was
applied and then sanding sealer.
I had decided to use Createx Auto Air
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waterborne paint for this paint job. The first step in
finishing was to sand the plane with #400-grit
paper to create some tooth for the mechanical
bond required by the different mediums.
I mixed some white sealer with a few drops of
black to make up the grey that I used for the
bottom of the plane. Using very thin dry coats I
sprayed the bottom without any masking. Once
dry, I masked off the bottom of the plane and the
white sealer was applied to the top of the plane.
The next step was to mask off the canopy and
apply the yellow. The insignia was back masked
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(remember, the red goes on last).
Putting the black “tiger” camo was the hardest
part because fighting overspray is very difficult on
such a project. I had to section this work off. I
decided to use plastic bags to isolate the rest of the
plane from the area on which I was working. It
worked well, but it added a lot of effort and time.
The last step was to paint the canopy and fog in
the shadows in the glass.
The top coat was Dupont Chroma Clear.SN
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Why I Fly Stunt
By Stan Tyler

The group picture
of my current
contest planes.
The Chizler (left),
Adams' Special
(center), Time
Machine (right).

Mile Square
Park in 1994. My
first competition
airplane, a Sig
Mustang. The first
contest that I flew
in, I placed dead
last with it in
Intermediate.
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A LOG AS I REMEMBER I’ve had an interest in
aviation. Maybe it’s because I grew up in Lakewood,
California, in a neighborhood that was near the Long
Beach airport. In the 60s, Long Beach airport was a busy
scheduled airline hub. We lived in a house that was
under the landing pattern for the private plane traffic.
Growing up, it seemed like many kids in the
neighborhood had a model airplane. They were usually
either one of the Cox or Wen-Mac plastic RTF models,
but they were still model airplanes just the same. Most
weekends you could hear the whine of Baby Bees
from either the local high school at one end of the
block, or the park near the other end of the block.
My interest in model airplanes came from
watching my neighbor and his buddy from down
the street when they would take their planes to
the high school to fly. I thought that was pretty
cool watching the loops and figure eights.
My first flying model airplane was a
Wen-Mac P-26 that I got from selling
greeting cards around the neighborhood.
Needless to say, it didn’t last long. A few
repairs, another try, and, you guessed it,
the same results. Okay, so my first
attempts at flying a model plane weren’t all
that successful.
My lack of success started a long chain of building

Baby Ringmasters, L’il Satans, L’il Jumpin’ Beans,
Voodoos, Ringmasters, and Magicians. It wasn’t until the
owner of the local hobby shop introduced me to a kid
named Mike Jackson that I learned that there actually was a
competition stunt pattern. Under Mike’s guidance, I learned
to fly the full pattern.
As with many of us, life stated getting in the way.
College, starting a career, marriage, and other interests took
the place of modeling for a good number of years. I never
lost my interest in modeling, but other interests and
obligations took precedence.
In the intervening years, I gave away much of my
modeling stuff to a gentleman that I worked with. His kids
had an interest and since I didn’t have the time for a hobby, I
thought that it would be best to have someone use and enjoy
my old models instead of having them just collect dust.
After a couple of decades, I was able to return to
modeling. Unfortunately, I also found that many things had
changed during that time. The local hobby shops that I
would ride my bike to were no longer in business and

supplies and kits were much harder to find.
Back in the 60s, school yards and parks were flying
fields, but not so in the 80s and 90s. I knew about Whittier
Narrows, but since I was living in Orange County at the
time, I was looking for someplace closer. Fortunately, I
found that Mile Square Park had a hobby area.
At Mile Square Park, I had the fortune to meet a number
of other Control Line fliers. Some, like me, were returning
to the hobby. Others were new fliers, and some never really
left the hobby.
As a result of developing friendships, I’ve become more
proficient in the hobby, joined the two local clubs, acted as
Contest Director, judged at local contests, and in general
tried to support the hobby as much as possible. I can also
say that I’ve become friends with many outstanding people
in this hobby.
I guess that I can truly say that I fly Stunt because it’s
challenging, it reminds me of a simpler time, but, I think
that the main reason is for the people and the friendships
that have developed over the years.SN

Stan with Allen
Brickhaus at the
recent Brodak Fly-in.
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PAMPA Products Price List
Prices Effective April 2010
Please Note: Some items are now available only as a download from the PAMPA website. You can
visit the website at www.control-line.org for these items and past issues of Stunt News.
Download items may be available to PAMPA members only.

STUNT BIBLIOGRAPHY: .................................................................... 10.00
42 Page List Chronologically By Subject of (4000) Published Stunt Articles
ARTICLE REPRINTS: As Listed in Bibliography per Page ...................... .25
PAMPA PAMPHLETS:
Life Time Competition Records by Wynn Paul (20 Pages) .…………......2.00
Master Plans List by Bill Dawson (30 Pages, 600 Planes) ..…………..…3.00
Control Line Source Book by Ralph Wenzel(14 Pages, 140 Suppliers) ..2.00
PAMPA BOOKS:
Old Time Stunt Page Plans by Tom Morris (84 Pages) .......................... 8.00
Classic Era Page Plans by Tom Morris (148 pages) ............................ 12.00
Pioneers of Control Line Flying by Charles Mackey (184 pages).......... 12.00
PAMPA TEE SHIRTS: .....................................................................…..10.00
Sizes - M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (Add $1.50 for XXL and XXXL)
Colors - White, Black, Red, Sky Blue, Royal Blue, Navy, Teal
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA POLO SHIRTS: ..................................................................... $25.00
Sizes - L, XL, XXL, XXXL (Add $1.50 for XXL and XXXL)
Colors - White, Black, Red, Royal Blue
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA CAPS:...................................................................................... 10.00
Size - One size fits all
Colors - White, Black, Red, Sky Blue, Royal Blue, Navy
Note: List several color choices in case your first choices are out of stock
PAMPA DECALS:
Small (1 1/2”Black on Clear, Fuel Proof)……............................................ .25
Full color water transfer decals Sheet with one large & two small ……....2.00
PAMPA PATCH: (Cloth 3“ Four-Color) ...................................................2.00
PAMPA PIN: (1 1/4”Metal Lapel Pin, Five-Color).................................... 4.00
PAMPA Coffee Mug ………………………………..………………………5.00
BACK ISSUES OF STUNT NEWS: (Cost for Entire Year) (# Issues)
1973 - $10 (6) 1974 - $15 (12) 1975 - $15 (12) 1976 - $15 (11) 1977 - $15
(12)1978 - $15 (9) 1979 - $10 (7) 1980 - $ 5 (2) 1981 - $15 (9) 1982 - $10
(7)1983 - $ 5 (3) 1984 - $ * (8) 1985 - $ * (9) 1986 - $15 (4) 1987 - $15
(4)1988 - $15 (3) 1989 - $30 (6) 1990 - $30 (6) 1991 - $30 (6) 1992 - $35
(7)1993 - $ * (7) 1994 - $ 10 (2) 1995 - $20 (4) 1996 - $ 6 (6) 1997 - $ 6
(6)1998 - $ 6 (6) 1999 - $ 6 (6) 2000 - $ 6 (6) 2001 - $ 6 (6) 2002 - $ 6
(6)2003 - $ 6 (6) 2004 - $ 6 (6) 2005 - $ 6 (6) 2006 - $30 (6) 2007 - $30 (6)
2008 – $30 (6) 2008 - $30 (6) 2009 - $30 (6)
* Call for prices, Prices the same for CD PDF version of
PAMPA COLOR BROCHURE: ................................................................ .15
(A Great Handout at Contests, Shows & Hobby Shops)

PAMPA PLANS:
ADAM'S SPECIAL by Allen Brickhaus ..........................................15.00
BEARCAT III & MUSTANG III by Al Rabe (two sheets ) .............. 15.00
BERSERKER by Noel Drindak ..................................................... 10.00
CAPRICORN by Orestes Perdomo .............................................. 15.00
CAVALIER by John Simpson (two sheets).................................... 15.00
CHALLENGER by W.E. Semler (two Sheets)............................... 15.00
CUTLASS by Jim Kostecky (two sheets)....................................... 18.00
DOCTOR by Ted Fancher............................................................. 10.00
DRAGON by J.C. Yates................................................................. 10.00
FORCE by Mike Pratt ................................................................... 10.00
GOLDEN FALCON by Chris McMillin ........................................... 15.00
GRANDPA’S BIPE by Charles Mackey ........................................ 10.00
Halmark by Gene Schaffer .................................................…....... 15.00
LANCET by Vic Carpenter ............................................................ 10.00
LEGACY 40 by Allen Brickhaus .................................................... 15.00
MADMAN by J.C. Yates................................................................ 10.00
MEDIC by Ted Fancher ................................................................ 10.00
MO’BEST by Larry Cunningham (two sheets)............................... 15.00
Moitle by Francis D. Reynolds ...........................................…….... 10.00
NAKKE by Juhani Kari................................................................... 10.00
NUTS & BOLTS by Sam Dehelean............................................... 15.00
Oriental by Dee Rice ............................................................……. 15.00
Oriental Plus by Dee Rice (two sheets).................................……. 15.00
O’TOOLE TUCKER by Don McClave….……………………………15.00
PIUMA by Bob Zambelli (two sheets) ........................................... 15.00
PROFILE NOBLER by Jim Harris ................................................. 10.00
Profile P-51D Mustang by Tom McClain .....................………....... 15.00
RUFFY by Lew McFarland ........................................................... 15.00
SATURN “Mystery Detroiter” by Don Ogren ................................. 15.00
Scared Kiten by WildBill Netzeband .....................................….… 10.00
SHAMAN by Steve Moon.............................................................. 10.00
Sharpy 29 by Carl Malmsten………………………………………… 15.00
STUKA ‘97 by Matthew Neuman (two sheets) ............................. 15.00
STUNTRESS by Joe Adamusko (two sheets)............................... 15.00
STUNT TRAINER by Pat Johnston............................................... 10.00
Super Caudron by Frank McMillan (two sheets)..……………….…20.00
TRIVIAL PURSUIT by Ted Fancher ..............................................15.00
Trophy Trainer byTom Warden.......................................……….... 15.00
Tucker 4 by Alan Resinger ..........................................…….......... 15.00
TWISTMASTER by Bob Reeves .................................................. 10.00
VALKYRIE by Harold Price (two sheets) ...................................... 15.00
VEGAS by Steve Buso ................................................................. 15.00

Order form on the next page.
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PAMPA News & Reports
Vice President Report
By Matt Neumann

THERE IS OT MUCH to report in EC
business from the last two months, other
than that Bud Wieder has accepted the job
as the District II PAMPA Director. Due to
a slight miscommunication (I know, this
sort of thing never happens to anybody,
right?) it turns out that Windy Urtnowski
did not want to run again for the position
of District II Director, but somehow
wound up on the ballot anyway. And to
top it all off, he got reelected! Oops. So
Bud has graciously accepted the position.
Welcome, Bud!
I am sure the above will be mentioned
elsewhere, as well. But now that the EC
business is taken care of, I would like to
talk a little about judging. Don’t worry,
I’m not here to criticize. Instead, I would
like to encourage some of you to step up
and volunteer your services to judge —
especially at the local contests.
“What? I can’t do that,” you say?
Well, I thought that, too, for a long time,

do judges! The only thing the judges do
differently is to assign a number to the
maneuver. And that always leads to the
next question that potential judges ask.
“I don’t know what point value to give
to a maneuver. Will it be too high or too
low?” In reality, the exact number you
give to a maneuver is not really as
important as being consistent. If a
maneuver is performed well, it deserves a
higher score. If it is performed poorly —
and it makes no difference who the flier is
— it deserves a lower score. If the
maneuver was perfect (and there are very
few of these, but they do happen), go
ahead and give it a 40. And if it is horrible,
give it…well, you know the drill.
The job of the judge is not to give
excessively high scores to boost a pilot’s
ego. There are enough large egos around
that we do not need to boost them
anymore. The judge’s job is to help
determine who places 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and so
on, and he does that by judging each
maneuver on its own merit, regardless of
who the flier is, or at what level he is
competing. The actual scores in reality do
not matter that much, so long as the judge
is consistent from flier to flier, and
maneuver to maneuver. If he gives a 30 for
a particular maneuver one time and the
next pilot does pretty much the same, he
should again give a 30 for that maneuver
no matter who it is.
I have given some intermediate flyers
some 30+ points for maneuvers because
they deserved them. Then on the next

mean you won’t see any good maneuvers.
Likewise, just because a top star is flying,
it doesn’t mean you won’t see a lousy one.
The difference between them is simply
that there is less of a chance of seeing an
Intermediate flier perform a really good
maneuver and for a top notch flier to
perform a maneuver that you might
describe as “lousy.” But it happens. (Been
there, done that.) So just be consistent
with your scoring and you will do fine.
I got my start in judging a few years
ago when Allen Brickhaus asked me to
judge at his contest in Paducah, Kentucky.
(Slight side track here for an
advertisement: If you are able to make his
contest, I would strongly suggest it. His
contest is well-run, easy to locate, and all
have an enjoyable time.) Now back to my
story. Allen asked if I would judge the
Classic Stunt event. I told him I would
give it a whirl. In the process, I found out
that I liked judging Classic. It was held the
day before my event was due to be
contested, so I would have some rest
before I actually had to “perform.” For me
this was ideal. I have volunteered to judge
the Classic Stunt event for him ever since
and would be glad to do so as long as I
obviously don’t actually enter it some day.
(I keep threatening to, but never get
around to it.)
I have also volunteered to judge at
another well-run contest (again, shameless
plug), the FCM contest held in Muncie by
Allan Goff. These are the two main local
contests that I am able to attend beyond

One thing though, I will not discuss a pilot’s technique or plane
trim issues between rounds. I will wait until after the last flier has
flown to give everyone a fair shake during the contest.
even while I was moving up through the
“ranks.” I always thought that even
though I knew how to fly the pattern,
judging would be different. Admittedly,
maybe I was even a bit scared to judge.
Maybe we can all admit that. “What
would the other fliers think if I goof?”
But in reality, I found that judging is not
that much different from flying. “How
so?” you ask. While flying, I always look
for my errors. But hey, guess what? So
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maneuver, I have given something in the
teens because they deserved that, too. And
don’t feel that you have to give a big name
flier high scores on every maneuver
simply because of who he is. I have, on
occasion, given some top notch fliers a
mid 20 score. Why? Because the
Intermediate flier whom I had judged
earlier did the exact same thing and that is
what I gave him. Just because you are
judging an Intermediate flier does not

the Nats and FAI trials. I would like to
attend others, but work and, of course,
money (or lack of it) seem to get in the
way lately. I do hope to get to be able to
attend others again in the future.
While on the subject of judging, I
might mention that there is a side benefit
that I found in doing so. It helps my
flying. I can actually see what I am doing
Continued on page 64

Secretary/
Treasurer’s
Report

By Dave Gardner

Transitions ...
WHE YOU READ THIS, the 2011
Nats will have come and gone and the
flying season will be well underway. In
the case of PAMPA, there will be several
vacancies to be filled in the officer and
director ranks.
This is not to try to recruit anyone for a
specific position or duty. No, we all need
to think of what we want PAMPA to be to
us and for us in the Stunt community. We
also need to consider that these positions
are all voluntary and do consume
someone’s time. Some of this work, if we
all find it necessary to be, may need to be
distributed more evenly, lessening any
one person’s participation load.
As previously mentioned, we still only
have a few players making PAMPA work.
Folks, we need your input and actions to
keep it a going concern! Unfortunately,
we’re a diminishing group, perhaps the
last stronghold of our wonderful part of
model aviation.
PAMPA has been the “glue” and the
common base for a lot of our modeling
activities. There has been more
dissemination of useful information and
dialog than there ever was before PAMPA
existed. The “top dawgs” used to keep
their “secrets” carefully hidden away, lest
someone else might find out how to
improve their own participation.
Now, because of PAMPA, aided by the
advent of electronic communications, all
the many opinions, skills, methods and
techniques of the top folks are available to
all of us, to learn, apply and practice.
Where do we go from here? We’re not
like the patent office, over a century ago,
which declared that any thing worth
patenting had already been patented, and
they might as well close the department!
As has been said, we have the
technology! What we’re lacking are new
folks who have an interest to learn what
many of us have gathered over time. Their
learning curves, in most cases, can be
greatly accelerated with the accumulated
knowledge already out there.
Is it PAMPA’s position to welcome and
sustain new members, or just provide a

good ol’ boys club for the current
members? As the current active
members of the group, this is a key
question to sustain the organization.
Many of you put forth a great deal
of effort and time, overseeing our
age…and its attendant ultimate end…is
clubs, running contests, being flight
reducing our active ranks, and the gaps
judges, and providing support for the
are not being filled with new recruits.
many activities of Stunt. I believe that we
Each of us, with some small efforts, can
need to stand back and take a long look at be a source of strength for the whole
what we think PAMPA needs to be, what
organization! Simply stated, every single
it really needs to do for the membership,
thing you or I do (or do not do) matters.
and what that will take.
Collectively and individually, we all
If we can’t get volunteers for the many continue to make a difference.
activities which PAMPA offers or does,
we need to then decide if those actions
And a last note, more on topic!
and activities are necessary.
Financially, PAMPA is in good shape!
Obviously, PAMPA has a key role in
We’ve paid for the first three issues of
the Nationals due to its position as the
Stunt News and have more than enough in
Special Interest Group (SIG) for our Stunt
the bank to pay for the next three issues
flying activities, and the World
for the year.
Championships participation.
There is also enough for all the
Additionally, we have our own non-AMA
contingencies including tax preparation
events which we have responsibility for
costs, Nats expenditures, and
rules and support.
miscellaneous operating costs.
The website provides a window to our
Have good air and tight lines! SN
activities and services, as well as a
repository for many
published items which
once were only available
by mail, if at all. Not
Quality Products for the
everyone has Internet
access, or any desire to
Discriminating Modeler
be “online,” so we have
• Propeller Scribes
to have those things
available otherwise…or
• 2 oz and 5 oz fuel syringes with odo we really have to
ring plunger
have them all?
• Venturies for OS FP, LA 2046
This comes full circle
• Ball Drivers and Finger Drills
(so to speak!) with the
• Gasket Cutters, Line Wrappers
question of what we
want PAMPA to be and
• Derek Moran Line Clip Bender
do for us. Do we have a
focused effort on
Write or e-mail for prices:
defining that and making
James Lee
it work, or do we just let
827 SE 43rd St.
it drift into obscurity
Topeka KS 66609
with other organizations
Jlee@cox.net (785) 266-7714
which died of lack of
support?
As noted before,

LEE MACHINE SHOP
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Membership
Report

By Noel Drindak

HERE’S A UPDATE on our membership. As of July, we have
734 US Members and 135 International Members for a total of 869
members. Last year at this time, we had 778 US Members and 135
International Members for a total of 913 members, so we’re down
44 members from last year. I don’t know of any particular reason
— I have no feedback from departing members. It may be the
economy or maybe we’re fewer in numbers, but our membership
has been on a downward trend for a number of years. Interestingly,
all our membership losses for this year are US Members. We have
the same number of International Members as last year.
We have 70 new members. Thirty of these were enrolled
through the Gift Membership Program. PAMPA’s sponsorship of
the program cost $843. To measure the value of the program, we’ll
have to see how many of those receiving gift memberships renew
their membership at the regular price in 2012 (we’re hoping that
most will). We’re tracking the gift memberships so we can make an
evaluation.
We need to grow PAMPA—it’s getting harder to fill positions
(both elected and voluntary). We seem to recycle a small number
of leaders through the various positions. We need new people to
become leaders. Our members need to get involved in growing
PAMPA—I don’t think we’ll grow otherwise. I want to have
another gift membership program in 2012 because it’s a good way
to involve members in growing PAMPA, and they get to do

something nice for a friend or flying buddy in the process. Of
course, we would prohibit members from giving a gift membership
to the same person they gave one to last year. Also, only members
who paid full price would be eligible to give a gift membership.
On another note, I thought members might like to know the
breakdown of our various membership options. Our members still
like to read Stunt ews as a magazine—42% choose First Class
Mail, and 47% opt for Bulk Mail. That’s almost 90% who still get
a printed magazine. The other 10% are pretty equally split between
online and CD members (some buy both the magazine and the
CD). Many of the online members are International Members,
probably because the price of the magazine overseas is $90. A few
years ago, we had a big debate about offering CDs as an option to
the magazine. I turns out that CDs are not a popular option.
Interestingly, the cost of providing a CD membership is more than
providing the magazine. We actually lose a little money on the
CDs.
One more thing I’d like to touch on: I’m often asked what a
Comp Member is (it appears on the front of the membership
application). Comp Member stands for Complementary Member.
We offer members of the PAMPA Hall of Fame a complementary
membership—the HOF box is for them. Only a few take
advantage. Many continue to support PAMPA by paying for their
membership; others are out of touch with PAMPA or are no longer
interested.
The AMA CB box is for members of the AMA Contest Board.
They are also offered a complementary membership. Again, only a
few take advantage; most support PAMPA by paying for their
membership. We used the abbreviations on the application to save
space, but it created confusion for some. We’ll spell things out on
the 2012 application. SN

Vice President’s Report conntinued

wrong at times by judging other people’s
flying. Let’s face it, we all make mistakes.
And in flying we often make very similar
mistakes. The only difference between the
“stars” and the “up and comers” is that
“stars” just don’t make these mistakes as
often, or make as big of a “boo boo” when
they do make one (usually). They may
miss their heights or an intersection by a
foot while a beginner may miss by 5 or 10
(hopefully, not minus in the case of their
bottoms). But the mistake is still the same.
How many people have had their coach try
to explain to them what they are doing
wrong, only to get a puzzled look on their
face because they really didn’t know what
their coach was talking about? I would be
willing to bet that everyone reading this
article has had that problem at some time
or another. Sometimes while judging, you
get to see other people’s mistakes and then
the light comes on. “Oh, that is what my
coach was talking about. I had better fix
that, now that I can actually see what I am
doing wrong.”
A further benefit for me is that I can
sometimes help other pilots. I am more
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than willing to sit down with a pilot after I
have finished judging them to discuss their
plane and flying techniques. I can offer my
advice as to what I see and what they can
do to improve. Sometimes it is technique
in flying. At other times it may be trim
work on their planes. I have gotten several
positive responses from offering my
advice in this way. I am always glad to
pass down the knowledge that I have
learned over the years to help other
people.
One thing though, I will not discuss a
pilot’s technique or plane trim issues
between rounds. I will wait until after the
last flier has flown to give everyone a fair
shake during the contest. If I were to talk
to fliers between rounds, they could get an
unfair advantage over the other contestants
in the second round. I want to be fair to
all. So, if I am judging and you have a
question on what you can do to improve or
why I gave you a certain score,
respectfully, I will answer to the best of
my ability after I am done judging. This is
the only proper way to do it.
To sum up things: The best judges are

the fairest judges. They don’t care who is
out there flying.
If pilots deserves a 34, in their opinion,
they should give them a 34. If they
deserve a 20, that is the score they should
get. It does not matter whether they are
consistently higher or lower than the other
judges, so long as they are consistent with
themselves. Remember, we have 40 points
to work with. Don’t be afraid to use them.
If a judge is consistent with himself, then
he will be doing a good job.
A judge’s job is not to boost egos with
high scores, nor should it be set in a
narrow range according to the level at
which a pilot is flying. Nor should pilots
be upset if a certain judge is lower than the
others, so long as he is consistent with
himself throughout the contest.
The judge’s job is to decide who flew
the best, second best, third best, and so on,
as he saw it. That is what they signed up
for (or volunteered) to do in the first place.
Having said that, why not step into the
judges circle and give it a try?
Till next issue. SN

Wanted: Articles and Columnists for the pages
of Stunt News.
Reward: Everlasting satisfaction that you have
contributed to the advancement and enjoyment
of the greatest hobby/sport on earth!
Seriously, we need for all our members to put on their thinking caps and come up
with something for these pages. It could be a “How-To” article about a building or
flying technique that you have developed, a contest coverage report, a personality
piece, or even a full-blown construction article on an original design model. Without
your contributions we simply will not be able to continue filling these pages with
pertinent and interesting material about the art and sport of CL Stunt flying.
We also need some new columnists. The subjects of Finishing, Building, Flying and
Competition need to be addressed on a continuing basis. If you would care to take
on the responsibility of writing one of these columns, or have an idea for another
column subject, please contact Bob Hunt via email at: robinhunt@rcn.com, or by
phone at: 610-746-0106.

We need your help – Now! Please join the ranks of those who share
information and write something for Stunt News.
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District I

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island, Vermont

By Will Moore
WE GOT OFF to a very slow start this
year because of the unusually wet and
cold spring. We have had bad weather for
almost two weeks, and this spring has
been unseasonably cold, just not fun for
flying. And now, as I write this on a
Monday, rain has returned to the area.
Looking back over these last two days, I
found it fortunate that we got such nice
weather over the weekend. The State
School at Wrentham MA, did not as yet
cut grass (maybe saving funds or just
because it was so wet out) in the area
where we fly. So, as May 21 approached
it was apparent that we were going to
have to cut it ourselves, as our Spring Fun
Fly was that day and the next. Well, the
weather sort of cleared up, and we had an
incredible two days of flying, saying
hello to old friends, and introducing
ourselves to some new people.
Dave Cook came out early on Saturday
and brought his riding lawn mower and a
push-behind mower on a trailer and had
almost finished cutting an 80-foot circle
out of the tall grass by the time I got to
the site at about 8:30. If you cut the grass,
they will come. Dave was helped by Leon
Bowen and Stan Baron. Guerry Byers put
out marking cones and poled tape to
outline the flying and pit areas. Gradually,
a lot of people showed up.
I was quite impressed with the whole
thing. You know, a Fun Fly is a great way
to begin the season, and I think every
club should do it. It takes minimum of
work. OK, so you have to make the field
ready and mark it off with tape or cones,
so no one gets hurt. We set up a little
shade canopy (well, we didn’t need
shade, but it gave us a measure of
security and comfort – like we were
actually doing something). Damien
Sheehee worked very hard for us all, and
he brought a gas cooking grill for
hamburgers and hot dogs. There was a
cooler and ice for drinks. Dunkin Donuts
coffee and bagels were there at the
beginning for anyone wanting something
after the ride in. All of that was very
thoughtful and appreciated.
And that’s about it. No judging. No
contest paraphernalia. Just bring out your
equipment, a chair to sit on if you care to,
and enjoy the camaraderie. It might be a
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good idea to have several during the
flying season. They are just so much fun.
Talking with Dave Cook, later via phone,
we are thinking, “How about another Fun
Fly in October before the Winter weather
shuts us down?” Give Dave or me a call
and let us know what you think.You
know, at first, I will have to admit that I
thought, “Why a Fun
Fly? Hey, let’s have a contest in the
spring and get things going. Let’s be
“MEN.” But, you know what? A Fun Fly
can be actually more rewarding. Here’s
why. When you have a contest, those who
fly are interested in competing, to see
how they have improved, and to see how
they measure up to the pack. There is a
little, just a little, selfish gratification at
contests. And, you have contests at the
expense of those who have to volunteer
their time to put the event on. And then,
think of it, when you have such meets,
what do the enthusiasts do who do not
want to compete? Well, they have to sit
the day out and watch the competition, if
they go there at all. They can’t fly. They
are left out. Not everyone wants to
compete all the time. Some never want to
compete. They get pure enjoyment out of
fiddling with their machinery and getting
their bird airborne. There is something to
be said about the sheer enjoyment seeing
your creation fly for you as you control it
in the center of your little universe. No
tension; no one’s on edge. And you have
a whole school of people with experience
to share in the usual problem solving
scenarios that take place on the field. We
ask for advice, and people tell you what
they think. You get help. You get coached
(whether you like it or not, but always
with good intent). I have to admit, I
thoroughly enjoyed it. I met new people
who have quietly come back into the
sport after finding us at NEST. And, of
course, I saw old and new friends from
the previous year.
I cannot mention everyone by name;
there were just so many people and there
is not enough print space. If I left your
name out, it isn’t because I don’t care
about you, or that you’re insignificant.
There’s just not enough space.
Bob Gost came up from Milford,
Connecticut. He had an ignition engine

on a small step ladder that he fired up. It
made more noise than anything else on
the field. If I drove back to where I live—
10 miles away—I would probably have
heard it from my house because it was so
loud. He flies with a Jim Walker U-Reely
(remember those?), and it was nice seeing
him out there.
Someone I had not met before, Dave
Adelman (probably did not spell that
name right), brought Steve Buso’s Super
Kestrel and flew it several times. He has
been around for a long time and
remembered me from back in the ’60s,
flying an Ambroid Ares with an Enya .35,
in competition. Wow, how did he
remember that? He is also an avid kit
collector and has promised me an
Ambroid Ares kit.
Neal Thompson came with a Saito .40powered Nobler. He flew in the Nats back
in the late ’70s and was in the top ten
back then. He’s trying to get back in the
game. We had a slow start trying to figure
out his Saito .40 gas tank hook-up, but he
got it running and took in a couple of
good flights.
Steve Teerlinck took some great
photos included in this report. He’s
improving in his flying as is Chris
Sarnowski. Both of these pilots will be
watched as time goes on.
Bill Hummel came in from New York
with his full-bodied, scratch-built Heinkel
100. Dick Carville had his electrified
Cheri, powered by an off-the-shelf
Brodak power system that was very
impressive and was not too costly to put
together. So there were two electric
airplanes at the Fun Fly, Dick’s Cheri and
my Shark. There will be more, soon, I am
sure.
Norm Liversidge came with a bunch of
airplanes and flew them all. He likes the
JD Falcon, and his presented well in
flight.
Those are just a few of the people who
came. What a nice time we had! Looking
into the future, we have the Kid’s Day at
Wrentham on Saturday, June 11, the Lee
MA contest on August 27 and 28, and the
Wretham Mass Cup Contest on
September 10 and 11.
Hope everyone has a great summer
and flying season. SN

District II

New Jersey, New York

By Bud Wieder
WHE YOU RECEIVE this issue of
Stunt ews, the contest season will have
been be fully under way for several weeks.
I would just like to say a few words about
the people who put so much time and
effort into running contests for us. On
Sunday, June 12, the Garden State Circle
Burners had its annual Spring Old Time
Stunt and Classic Stunt meet.
Only a few weeks prior to the contest
the field was beneath six feet of water. The
amount of work and preparation required
to get the field into contest shape was
enormous. You know things were bad
when the work benches floated away right
over the four-foot-high fence that
surrounds the flying circles.
At the Palisades Park venue, Rich
Giacobone and John D’Ottavio put in all
kinds of hours to wrestle permission from
the town to let us fly at the park site and
have our two annual contests there.
Note that one of the contests held at the
Palisades Park Pool facility is a GSCB
meet, and the other one is run by Bergen
County Control Line Flyers. I would also
like to thank all you guys for sending in
pictures of your latest projects. Your help
and cooperation is really appreciated. Let’s
take a look at what is happening with some
of our District II members.
The YC Composite Conspiracy
Jose Modesto sent along a few photos
of one of the building sessions of the group
that call themselves, “The NYC Composite
Conspiracy.” Present at the session were
Jose, Sina Goudarzi, Will DeMauro, and
Neal Beekman. In the photos, Sina is
building a composite Impact Master and
Will is working on his composite SV-22.
Also shown are some parts of a composite
plane that Jose is working on.

Here is a pair of molded composite balsa wood
shells with the Dallas Hanna (Yatzenko) take-apart
system lying roughly in the place where it will reside
in the wing.

To allow the models being built in his
shop to conform to the current BOM rules,
Jose is allowing the members of the group
to use his molds, but they perform all their
own work.
Here are examples of a wing with solid composite
shells and one with open bay panels.

A note from Ron “The Deli-Guy”
Ron Testa sent along a note and some
photos of the flooded GSCB field. This
was not the big flood mentioned above,
but rather just one of the many smaller
floods that the GSCB members have come
to expect each year in the spring.
He mentioned that the field eventually
was in good enough shape on which to fly
and provided some shots of some of the
members enjoying an early flying session.
About 15 members showed up for the
session.

Here are the shells in a Lost-Foam wing fixture,
along with an internal Lost-Foam wing structure.

Tom Hampshire (at left) and Mike Cooper kibitz
before Mike takes a flight with his Strega.

Will DeMauro proudly displays his composite shell
SV-22 wing panel. Note that the tip weight box is
already installed at this point.
Bob Krug inspects his lines as he walks towards
what appears to be a Bill Werwage designed Junar.

Sina polishes a fuselage mold in preparation for layup while Neal Beekman observes.

Here’s Mike Cooper flying his Strega.
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Mike Ostella (at left) talks with Pete Hermans in the
GSCB field parking lot.

Ron also sent along a few photos of his
Pat Johnston designed Spitfire, which was
built from a Brodak kit. This was Ron’s
first experience using carbon fiber mat on
the wood surfaces of a model. He found it
really easy to work with, but warns
anyone who is trying it for the first time to
watch out for bubbles!

Here Ron’s Spitfire in color and awaiting the
clear coat. He should be flying it by the time
you read this!
Lyle’s Vector
Lyle Spiegel, from Niskayuna, New
York, sent a photo of his recently
completed Vector 40. It is an ARC version
that he covered with silkspan and finished
with dope. It features a Brodak .40 engine
and its first flight was April 30th this year.

Our electric morning flying group
Tom Hampshire, Bob Hunt, and I have
been flying electric CL Stunt planes
together for nearly a year. We meet at a
field that is near Tom’s house and is about a
25- to 30-minute drive for Bob and me. We
meet there early in the morning a couple of
times a week and fly until it gets too hot.
Tom started his electric experiments
with an Ultra Products’ Gieseke Nobler
last year. It flew well on an AXI 2826-10,
but Tom has recently retrofitted an E-Flite
Power 25 motor and a 2700 mAh battery
into that ship and it is working very well.
His new ship is an ARC SV-11 that he is
powering with a Scorpion 3026-890 motor
and a 3700 mAh LiPoly battery pack. It
seems to be working very well. The
included photos show the ship and the
rear-mount motor installation that provides
very good cooling. Note also the front
yoke that prevents the dreaded “Bearing
Scuff” that is prevalent with rear mounted
electric motors.
I’ve been flying my Ryan’s Eagle with
an AXI 2826-10, but have recently
switched over to an E-Flite Power 25
motor. Bob Hunt is preparing to do the
same with his veteran Genesis Extreme and
with his brand new electric Crossfire. We
are having a great time flying together. SN

Here’s Ron’s new Pat Johnston designed Spitfire
under construction. It was built from a Brodak kit.

Above is Lyle Spiegel’s new,
Brodak .40-powered ARC
Vector 40.

Above is the very clean finished airframe ready for covering. It is sitting on
a table in Ron’s famous delicatessen. Ron supplies the food for the GSCB
meets and it is always a
hit.

Right: In this photo Ron
has already applied the .2
carbon mat to the wood
surfaces and has covered
the wing with what
appears to be silkspan.
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Below is Another
photo from Lyle shows
his other Vector 40,
which is also an ARC
model and is covered
with yellow and red
Ultracote. Also shown
in this photo is Lyle’s
Thunderbird II, which
is powered by an
OS.46LA engine.

Tom Hampshire poses in a very patriotic setting
with his new electric powered ARC SV-11.
Left: Here are a
couple more of
Lyle’s ships.
There are two
Vector 40’s and
a Thunderbird II.

Here is the front end of Tom’s electric SV-11. Note the massive amount of cooling air intake and the
front bearing mount yoke.

Tom Hampshire and Buddy Wieder pose so Bob Hunt can
practice taking portrait photos!
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District III

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia

By Patrick Rowan

Roger’s HiBoy. Nice-looking OTS stunter. Strickler
photo.
Lee and Tiffany Hammett with their PT-19 ARF and
Flightstreak Trainer. They are part of the Erie PA,
Beanhill club. Hammett photo.

One more of Roger’s HiBoy. Roger is the president
of the Akron Skymasters club. Strickler photo.

Roger Strickler’s OTS HiBoy. Strickler photo.

AEROPIPES
Bill Werwage & Randy Smith

Tuned pipes for all makes
from .25 to 1.08
Displacement
980 Winnbrook Dr.
Dacula GA 30019
(678) 407-9376
(678) 985-5085 Fax & Order Line
Used by Champions Worldwide

www.Aeroproduct.net
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Dave Heinzman’s new project Junar.
Powered by a PA .61 piped. Heinzman
photo.

Another shot of Dave’s Junar. Dave does pro-quality work. Heinzman
photo.

Dave’s Junar. Dave is the Cleveland OH, Stunt contest CD. Heinzman photo.

Dave’s nice Junar. Heinzman photo.
Another shot of Dave’s Junar. Heinzman photo.

Till next time, Fly Stunt.SN
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District IV
By Steve Fitton
HELLO, EVERYBODY. I hope your
summer flying season is going great! Lots
has been going on here in District IV, with
the spring Huntersville contest already
come and gone, and everybody getting
ready for Brodak and the Nats.
A few people have some new planes
getting trimmed out, and many are
working hard on their existing planes to
get them to top performance for the
summer season.
The first weekend in May saw near
perfect weather in the Charlotte, NC area
for the Huntersville event. It was CDed
once again by Howard Shenton, with the
Stunt events run by William Davis.
The usual suspects, and some newer
faces, had a great time flying and hanging
out together at the Metrolina club’s first
rate facility. Attendance was buoyed by
the excellent weather conditions, and the
contest was set up to run an open circle for
testing and practice on Saturday. That
alleviated one of the problems that had
been an issue since the lower runway
circle was eliminated during some ground
repairs.
Your columnist was grateful for this
change, since it allowed District V “Ace,”
Derek Barry to test fly my Dreadnought
and correct a minor problem that had been
driving me nuts since last October.
One of the great things about going to
contests, for any level pilot, is having
access to very skilled help, both for
mechanical issues as well as general flying
advice and tips.
I personally feel that a contest is worth
a month of practice sessions at the “homedrome,” and I encourage anybody, even if
you feel you are such a newbie that you
would be embarrassed to show your face
with a junky plane, to try to attend such
opportunities as Huntersville. You can
learn so much, and there are so many
people willing to lend a hand that you
can’t help but leave the event a better
pilot!
I know I was scared to death not too
many years ago to attend my first contest,
but by the time I left, I was kicking myself
for not coming to one sooner; it was worth
every penny to go, and you can’t put a
price on quality learning. Come on out,
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Delaware, District of Columbia,
Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia
support your District contests, and have a
great time!
On a Huntersville related safety note,
we have all seen the posts or articles
regarding the quality of the leadouts on
many of the ARF models currently
available. On Sunday at the contest, I
witnessed what can (almost) happen if
replacing the leadouts and controls with
top quality ones is not done.
Mind you, ARF leadouts often seem to
be well executed, and some can pass many
pull tests, but at other times they can fail
with zero warning, sometimes even by
such non-rigorous things as hanging the
plane by the leadouts in a shop (or
closet!).
In this case, as I walked to the upper
grass circle toward the intermediate pit
area, I passed by Dale Barry who was
launching young Gavin Barry’s Vector 40
ARF. I had just turned my back to take a
picture of the pit area when I heard a yell
from the circle, where Gavin and his dad
Derek were scrambling as the Vector — its
lines snagged on the grass — veered for
the center of the circle.
When the errant plane “hit” the end of
the lines on the other side of the circle,
both leadouts simply exploded and the
plane turned and pointed directly at a very
surprised Dale. On one hand it was

comical to see Dale scramble like a
squirrel in the path of an 18-wheeler as the
plane howled toward him, cratering just a
few feet away as he hit the dirt, but on the
other hand the potential for disaster was
very real.
There were spectators near the circle,
pilots working on their planes in the pit,
and one would-be photographer with his
back to the circle until the last moment.
And, at the very least, one very good flying
Vector 40 was completely demolished. The
stock ARF leadouts may be adequately
strong enough to handle a pull test, but
when the unexpected happens, they may
not be equal to the task.
As has happened before and will
happen again, the Chinese find ways to
circumvent due diligence and careful
engineering when it comes to ARF
models. It’s bad enough to cream your
plane and motor, but, to be very direct,
you could be taking a terrible chance at a
venue with other people around…
Replacing the leadouts and controls is
something that should be very seriously
considered when dealing with an ARF.
Not the first time you will have heard of
this, and certainly not the last, but I know
what I will do first when I assemble
another ARF…
Okay, after that soapbox moment, on to
some pictures from Huntersville!

The OTS podium from Huntersville: Tommy Luper 1st, Charlie Reeves 2nd, and Allen Brickhouse 3rd.
William Davis photo.

Some of the Nostalgia/Profile stunt pit area at
Huntersville.

A nice cross section of the usual suspects at a Huntersville contest!

Tom Weedman’s scratch-built, original design P-51
Mustang goes through the wingover during profile
stunt. A Martine tuned OS FSR provides the power.

The new Melissa Barry and daughter Layla are presented a framed picture taken at the October contest
during the Saturday pilots’ meeting. Gene Martine does some great camera work!
Right: A technical note, from
Friday night at the contest: Alan
Buck’s engine compartment on
his new SV-22 shows a simple
and effective Gene Martine
inspired tank mounting system
that allows wood braces to be slid
into the “L” shaped brackets on
the tank compartment sides. This
makes tank removal a snap. Note
the tank. It’s a new Brodak large
capacity magnum tank with plenty
of fuel capacity for a PA .65. The
tank worked perfectly and seems
to be an improvement over some
older units your columnist tried.

Ray Copeland overcame a rough Friday and early
Saturday that accounted for two planes to get some
flights in Saturday officials with a ½A plane.
Sunday, he brought out his new Vector 40 which
flew great.
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John Tate gives
the start signal
as Jimmy
Welch holds his
Oriental for a
Nostalgia flight.
Gene Martine’s Aero Tiger-powered Lark enters the
wingover. Gene would place third in Nostalgia, with
Tom Dixon winning.

Charlie Reeves and his fantastic, brand new Shark
45. Charlie is using a PA .51 SE for power and the
build and finish is up to Charlie’s usual superb
levels.

Right: Terry
McDowell
needles his US
Mail OTS entry
as Tommy
Luper holds.

Brian Moore’s Tony breaks ground on a Nostalgia
official flight.

Tom Weedman’s F-14 rotates for takeoff on a
Nostalgia mission.
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The glee is apparent on both Derek and Layla
Barry’s faces as Dad helps little Layla fly her brand
new pink Tomahawk!

Here’s the girl who flies stunt: Miss Lydia Moore
with her Tomahawk at Huntersville.

Alan Buck’s brand new SV-22 wings its way to a
third place finish in PAMPA Advanced on Sunday at
Huntersville. John Tate would finish first with Terry
McDowell rounding out the podium.

“Girls Fly Stunt” is emblazoned on the vertical fin of
Lydia Moore’s Veco Tomahawk as it motors by.

A look at the Beginner/Intermediate pits on Huntersville’s upper grass circle.

Howard Shenton and Watt Moore sort out the score sheets as Olivia Mills
stands by to run them down to her mom for tallying the Intermediate round.
Congrats to Scott Bolton who came away with first place!

Everett Shoemaker and William Davis judge Advanced for the Sunday events.

Left: In the text I commented on the amount of quality help at local contests. Here it is in action, as after finishing judging
Expert, Kent Tysor tried out Artie Jessups excellent XP-40 profile model to see if he could suggest any improvements.
Center: Bill Mandakis with his Thunderbird up on the Intermediate circle.
Right: It looks like the pilot of Ray Copeland’s Vector 40 has been subjected to too many G’s….
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Just two weeks after Huntersville, Tom
to win the John Brock Perpetual Trophy to
Dixon’s Atlanta Stunt Meet in Marietta
take back to Alabama with him. For
was contested. Although primarily a
overall Marietta scores, check out the
District V contest, sometimes a couple of
contest results and the District V column,
District IV guys go down to enjoy a nice
and keep this contest in mind for next
event. This year was noteworthy in that
spring.
District IV Advanced stalwart William
Davis made the move to Expert stunt and
It has come to my attention that one of
chose Marietta for his debut in that class.
our District members from Northern
Congratulations William! William flew
Virginia, Dave Reyes, is currently dealing
his SV-11 ARC in Expert and did a good
with a serious illness. Dave is a great guy
job his first time out. Note the jacket
and a good pilot, and I hope all of you will
William is wearing in the picture. Sunday
add to my prayers that he will recover and
at Marietta had very un-Georgia like
return to the flying circle once more very
temps in the low 50’s with a strong north
soon.
wind blowing. The only time the sun
Also, I would like to send best wishes
shown on Sunday was on both William’s
to Bill Little, who missed the Marietta
officials, which would have been great,
contest by being stuck in the hospital!
except that it was directly
in his eyes for the
maneuvers.(!)
Your columnist went to
the contest, as well, which
meant excellent profits for
Randy Smith, as I
managed to break a large
number of the Mejlik
props that Randy just
happens to sell.
Congrats go out to
Roy Trantham piloted this DS 54 (or 61?) powered Chizler to a third
John Simpson from this
place finish in Expert at Marietta. The engine droned through the wind
weekend, as he put up
without ever missing a beat of its deep four-stroke run. Roy and his
some great flying in some partner in crime, Bob Whitely, have really been doing some work with
breezy Nostalgia officials these later generation DS motors.

The pit area at Marietta ready for the Saturday
events.
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Tom Morris came with his excellent store, but he also
came with his game face ready to compete!

Bill’s problems were not too serious, and
he should be back out flying by the time
you read this.
One parting shot: Keep the October
Huntersville date open if you can to
celebrate the 30th Anniversary of their
contest there. The fall contest is always a
big one, and this year should be extra
special! Have a great summer
everybody! SN

William Davis made the trip down from Carolina with
his SV-11 ARC, ready for his debut into Expert stunt.

Congrats William!

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee

District V
By Eric Viglione

TICK TICK TICK … That’s the sound
of time going by quickly as I look at an
Internet countdown timer that someone
posted on one of the forums… At the
moment it reads 70 days, 15hrs, 22min,
33seconds until the Nationals. And here I
sit with my plane only half painted.
There’s still time, no need to panic…yet!
I’ve gotten some skunk works pictures
from Derek Barry of his new Nats ship in
the painting process, and all I can say is be
prepared to be blown away. The level of
detail is amazing. I don’t know if Derek’s
kept track of the hours in this one… he
may be afraid to know himself.

again to Derek Barry, Gene Martine, and
District IV Rep Steve Fitton, for their
images.
At Huntersville, Tom Dixon took some
hardware with first-place finishes in
Expert, Nostalgia 30, & Profile Stunt.
Gene Martine took third, and Tom
Weedman was fourth in Expert.
Bob Whitney placed fourth in
Advanced, and TJ Weedman placed in
Intermediate. Full scores should be posted
elsewhere in this issue.

Vendor Randy Smith of Aero Products seen filling
orders. Fitton photo.

ot much local action for me to report on
but Steve Fitton was passing staying near
St Augustine and was able to grab these
two pictures at the Golden Oldies contest.

Layla Barry’s plane on the flightline. Barry photo.

Tom Dixon’s Expert-winning Pegasus. Tom’s been
flogging this one awhile, and it shows in his scores.
Martine photo.

Tom Dixon burning one in with his Nobler.
Dad explains up and down. Layla just wants Dad to
let it go! Barry photo.
Tom Weedman gets a launch of his Vic Macaluso F14 Tomcat from son TJ. Fitton photo.

Gene Martine, Bob Zambelli, and a woman of
mystery hiding under a large fedora.

I did get some nice pictures from the
Huntersville NC contest, of which several
District V members usually attend. Thanks

Airborne! Derek sets the hook in another Barry.
Barry photo.

Gene Martine signals for official with his Lark. Fitton
photo.
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Martine’s Staris on the flightline. Fitton photo.

Bob Whitney piloting his Big Job (top photo).
Symbiosis! Fitton photo.

TJ Weedman getting his plaque. Martine photo.

TJ Weedman and Dad Tom. TJ gives the photographer his opinion. Fitton photo.
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Tom “Dad” Weedman gets his second-place Profile
plaque. Martine photo.

Looks like a good time
was had by all! I just
also received the full
contest results from Tom
Dixon, so I’ll type them
up and you should find
them in the contest
section of this issue.

Tom Dixon with his first-place Profile plaque. Just
use your imagination and picture Tom holding a
similar first- place plaque for Expert and Nostalgia
30. Martine photo.

ews flash! Late entry here, Steve Fitton
just came through with some pictures from
the Atlanta Stunt Meet CDed by Tom
Dixon.

Above and right: Contests don’t
happen without judges. This
contest is thanks to these fine
gentlemen, Bill Gruber, Richard
Schneider, and Ronnie Farmer.

As I finish this column, I’m buffing—
well, I’m rubbing on it a lot, whether it’s
considered buffed may be another story—
the clear and getting ready to assemble my
new Rapier. Hope to test fly by the
weekend, weather permitting. There’s not
a lot of time to trim this one out, so if it
doesn’t fly basically “off the board” with
only a few tweaks, then I guess I’ll be
bringing last year’s plane, which was a
good flyer and still has pretty low mileage.
My next report will be after the
Nationals in Muncie. I am looking forward
to seeing you all there and wish everyone
a safe trip, fair winds and that you bring
your planes home intact.
Until next time, See ya’ on the circle! SN
Ty Marcucci chats with Derek Barry. Not sure of the
subject, but Ty makes good use of gestures.

Vendor Tom Morris had his traveling display with him.
Jim Catevenis turns Roy Trantham’s Chizler loose.

Left: Pilot Tom Morris with his game-face on.
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District VI

Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri

By Allen Brickhaus
WE WILL BE COVERIG the St.
Louis Lafayette Esquadrille Broken Arrow
event in September of 2010 and the Ice O
Lated contest in late February of 2011,
plus scenes from the 2011 Vintage Stunt
Championships in Tucson. SN

The Ice O Lated trophy table is glittered with
recycled trophies from earlier contest wins by
Lafayette Esquadrille club members and pilots. A
few are handmade here but not as many home
made trophies as you might see at the Broken Arrow
in September.

Steve Smith of the St. Louis club belies the fact that
a late February contest is fraught with snow. I do
have to admit that the last two years we have had to
clear the circles of snow before the contest could
commence. It’s better than shoveling off the overflying goose remains.
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Buder Park in
the Fenton
area of St.
Louis is the
scene for both
the Broken
Arrow in
September and
the Ice O Lated
in late
February.

Bill Marvel, Bob
Arata, Steve
Smith, and
Jason Pearson
kibitz prior to
Jason’s flight at
the Ice O Lated
this year.

Brian Harris, uncle to Ben Mills, helps
Ben get in an official flight at the Ice O
Lated of 2011.

Brian Harris brought out his new Tempest for display and it is
powered by an ST .51.

Left: “Goodies” for sale at the Broken
Arrow event in September of 2010. I
was not able to get back to the table in
time to put some of these bargains
into my van.
A fine gathering of
modelers at the 2010
Broken Arrow in the
Fenton, Missouri
area.

Crist Rigotti assists Dan McEntee with his fourstroke-powered Score at the 2011 Ice O Lated.

Dan returns the favor with a push for Crist’s
Pathfinder at the Ice O Lated 2011.

Michael Schmitt, Bob Arata, and Bill Marvell congregate on the circle at the Lafayette Esquadrille contest in
September.

John Garrett gets in the air in the late February
contest at Buder Park Missouri.

Terry Bolin of the Neosho area is either proud of the
bribe given to him for judging or he is ready to move
up the score sheet board with his own bride to the
judges. LOL!

Bob Whitney of the Florida area is assisting Keith
Trostle from Tucson with a flight on his Al Rabe
designed, Classic-legal Bearcat.
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The nose of Keith Trostle’s Al Rabe Bearcat is still in great shape despite its
length of service to Keith in Classic and Open.

Ed Mason of Florida preps his B-17 and John Brodak of Carmichaels,
Pennsylvania, gets his four-stroke-powered Shoestring ready for scale flights.
John and Ed both put in some very nice flights.

Keith Trostle at the awards stand after the Saturday
events at the Broken Arrow in St. Louis, Missouri.

Wes Eakin and the Route 66 sign in Tucumcari, New Mexico, on our way home from the 2011 Vintage Stunt
Championships.

Larry Lindburg grabs a neat trophy at the Broken
Arrow. The club offers the small wooden plaque to
go on the trophy, and then the flyer selects the
trophy he wants to stick it to for display at home.

Smiling Charlie Reeves after his trophy call at the
shelter in Buder Park in September of 2010.
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Jim Renkar asked us to help duplicate his post high
school year’s picture of Jim and his own Challenger.
Nice ride for the Tucson VSC event.

Bob Whitney of Florida is helping Wes Eakin
improve his engine run at the 2011 VSC Champs.

II captured this fine group of great modelers in Keith Trostle’s shop. Shown in
counter-clockwise order are Roy Trantham (far left), Frank McMillan, Keith
Trostle, Bob Whitney of Florida, Wes Eakin, Charlie Reeves, and Bob Whitely of
Arizona.

Michael Mason, grandson of Sammy Mason, Don Hutchinson, the Sammy
Mason bipe, and Bart Klapinski gather at the 2011 VSC in Tucson.

Bob Whitney of Florida helps Charlie Reeves of Paducah, Kentucky, get in a
practice flight at the 2011 Tucson event.

Wes Eakin checks the needle valve on his OTS and
Classic legal non-flapped Feno.
Wesley Dick of Indiana preps his Bill Werwage Ares
for a flight at the 2011 VSC Championships.

Charlie Reeves and Bart Klapinski chatter near the
main shelter area of the Vintage Stunt
Championships in Tucson of 2011.
Left: Bob Hazel, formerly of the District VI area,
retrieves his Bill Werwage model from the pit area
and take it back to his chair.

Allen Brickhaus and Stan Tyler are shown with their
Frank Adams’ Adams Special at the 2011 VSC
Champs. Stan’s is powered by a Brodak .40 and
Allen’s by an L&J Fox .35.
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District VII

Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin

By John Paris
I AM SURE that building season is over
by now and the trim flights are coming
along on this year’s winning model. Crist
Rigotti finished his Protroma and Wayne
Willey finished his Super Combat Streak.

Polk City, May 7-8, 2011, Protroma: Crist’s new ride
for the year is already a proven winner. Willey photo.
Motor area: Need to remove the engine mounts to make room for the motor. I used a Dremel hand tool and
sanding drum to take this out. Paris photo.
Battery area
(below): I only
chose to remove
the outboard
engine mount so
that the battery
could lie flush on
the wall. Paris
photo.

Super Combat Streak: Wayne’s rendition of the box
art for the Super Combat Streak. Willey photo.

Frank Carlisle is preparing his new
airplanes for paint and has had to wait for
decent weather to start spraying. I have
not asked for an update from Bob
McDonald on his new profile airplane for
this year, but I hope to have something for
the next column. Likewise, I have not
heard too much from Terry Bentley or
Vince Bodde, but I am sure that they have
something that is either off the boards or
nearly ready for flight.
As mentioned before, I was working on
electrifying an ARF Vector for use here in
Korea. I was able to get one completed as
a take apart model and have 12 flights on
it to date. Electric power at this size is
somewhat new to me, but it appears to be
very promising. The following are some of
the modifications that were made to
convert the model to electric and to make
it so that it can be broken down to fit back
into the original box.
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Motor installed (above): The
motor area becomes quickly
filled with the motor mount
and motor. Paris photo.

Belly pan mounting area
(left): I added glue area for
the belly pan in the area
where the rear mounting
bolts would go to better tie
the load from the wing to the
belly pan. Paris photo.

Wing cradle: Here are the four points where I bolt the wing to the fuselage. Paris
photo.

Rudder mounting-top side: A simple post and hole hold down the front of the
rudder assembly. Paris photo.

Wing mount position: This is how the wing sits in place to accept the bolts to
attach it to the fuselage. The front tab ties into the landing gear mount as well.
Paris photo.

Rudder mount rear pivot post: This small post helps carry the side loading on
the rudder. Paris photo.

Stabilizer mount: I used three bolts to hold the stabilizer to the fuselage. Two
long bolts in the front keep the pushrod in position so that no extra fastener is
required for the attachment to the elevator horn. Paris photo.

Rear anti-tilt post: This small post helps keep the rudder vertical. Paris photo.
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Rear secure point: I used a landing gear strap and some wood screws at the
bottom of the fuse and rudder to hold everything together and allow for easy
removal. Paris photo.
Updated wiring: This reconfiguration keeps the speed control at around 100°F
and allows more room for battery installation. No issues with hot batteries or hot
motors, as well. Paris photo.

Final breakdown: his is what it looks like after about five minutes of
disassembly. Paris photo.
Nose section: The holes cut into the cowl to allow for cooling. I opted not to use
a nose cone and allow the area around the shaft to be used for cooling air to the
motor. Paris photo.

Original wiring: This is
how I had originally
set up the wiring for
the Vector. Certainly
not much room and I
had higher than
desired temperatures
(140°F) for the speed
control. Paris photo.

The completed model: This is what it looks like after about five minutes of
assembly. Paris photo.
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This has been an interesting project for
me with many new things to learn. There
may be some flaws with what I have done,
but it is not doing too badly so far. I am
happy that the airflow seems to be
sufficient to keep things cool. Now that I
have done all of the work to make it a take
apart model, I am questioning whether it
was really required or not. Originally, I
was concerned about moving the model
around over here in Korea, but this has
turned out not be an issue. The second
concern I had was about shipping the
model back home when I am done here.
Based on how well the models made the
trip from the US, I do not think this will be
an issue, either. So for Michael’s airplane,
I might go with standard assembly.
Since my last column, I was able to
locate a group over here that flies Control
Line. It is amazing what you can find on
the Internet these days if you feed it the
right question. So far I have met a fatherson team, an uncle-nephew team, and an
individual who all have an interest in CL
flying. Their interests range from stunt to
racing to combat to scale. Except for some
ARF Flite Streaks, everything was
scratch-built. I have been told that kits are
non-existent here and balsa is pretty hard
to come by. Engines that were made
exclusively for CL have not been available
here for some time, as well. How they
manage to keep going is pretty amazing. I
gave them some reference sites to look at
on the Internet and will be sharing some of
my S issues with them to help show our
activities in the US and in other places
around the world.

My first meeting with the local crew. From L-R: “Jin
Dori”, Seung Hyuk Choi, Young Il Jang, Joon Ho
Seung, and Mr. Seung’s nephew. Paris photo.

We have been trying to meet about
once a week when the weather allows. The
flying site is about an hour away from
where I live, and we share it with RC
helicopter people, people playing baseball,
people riding bikes, and just about anyone

else who wanders through the area. I guess
I was spoiled with my own circle at home
and secondary circles about 20 minutes
away. Since I do not come from a larger
city, this has been a new experience for
me. These guys seem to take it in stride,
though.

We were getting ready for the contest the next
weekend. Paris photo.

On the subject of contests, the first one
that I am aware of was a make-up for the
Tour d’Michigan series for the Lansing leg
from last year that tried to take place on 30
Apr 11. From what was shared, the winds
kept most people grounded, but the
tailgate swap was reported to be a success.
The next one that took place was the MidIowa Control Liners Spring Kick Off
(Polk City). Crist Rigotti sent me some
information and pictures from this one.
Take it Chris…
“Mid-Iowa was held on May 7 and 8
this year. Due to graduations, floods,
health issues, and being Mother’s Day, the
turnout was light. The contest is
traditionally held on the first weekend in
May, and this year it was also Mother’s
Day. Due to other commitments I couldn’t
attend Saturday where Old Tyme, Classic,
and Profile were flown.
Sunday’s temps were nice and breezy
conditions early. We flew all of the
PAMPA classes on the one circle, starting
with Expert and ending with Beginner. As
we finished the first round, the wind
started to pick up, and there were many
passes on the second round.
In Expert, Keith Sandberg short tanked
his Saito .56-powered P-40 and flamed out
in the middle of the clover. He whipped
the model for the required two laps and
got scored for his landing. Ed Prohaska
had his Nobler flying a bit too fast in the
first round. Greg Voumard had a good
solid flight. Sam Sciorrotta had trouble
with the hourglass and overheads.
During the second round in Expert, Ed

Prohaska flew in windy conditions and
couldn’t improve his score. Keith
Sandberg flew a complete pattern but
couldn’t catch the leaders due to the windy
conditions.
In Advanced, Bob Brookins had engine
trouble and couldn’t complete his first
round flight. Scott Molik and Jared Hayes
both flew nice first round flights. Scott’s
second round flight was cut short when his
wing had a structural failure. Jared’s score
couldn’t be improved in the second round
due the windy conditions.
In Intermediate, Gary Hetrick and Tony
Kubes both had good first round flights.
Gary passed in the second and Tony
couldn’t improve his scores, either. In
Beginner, Glen Kindler flew a short first
round flight and broke his airplane.
Sam Sciorrotta was awarded the
Concours plaque that was sponsored by
Bob Brookins. Bob Baldus was the first
recipient of the Sportsmanship Award that
was also sponsored Bob Brookins.
The contest ended with the raffle prizes
being awarded.”

Sam Sciorrotta receiving his Concours award.

Rigotti photo.
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The last event that I have to report on was
the Kalamazoo leg of the Tour d’Michigan
for 2011. Despite off-and-on rain, they
were able to get three people up for “Fun
Stunt.” Frank Carlisle came out on top,
followed by Vince Bodde and Paul
Barbour. From what I hear, the balloonbust event turned into an airplane-bust
event. At least it looks like they had some
fun.

The Concours-winning airplane. Rigotti photo.
Bob Baldus receiving his Sportsmanship award.

Ed Prohaska’s Nobler. Rigotti photo.

Vince Bodde’s new Legacy 40. Carlisle photo.

Keith Sandburg’s P-40. Rigotti photo.
Greg Vounard’s Trivial Pursuit. Rigotti photo.
Rigotti photo.

Thanks, Crist, for that report. It is good
to see that people are taking advantage of
the ARF offerings that are out there to stay
active in the hobby. For those who did not
know, Crist managed to capture first-place
in Expert with his new electric plane
Protroma.

Jared Hayes’ Vector 40. Rigotti photo.
Vince was hard on his
equipment, but not as
hard as the balloon-bust
post was on his wing.
Carlisle photo.

Scott Molik’s SV-11. Rigotti photo.
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Thank you for the
input for this time
around. Please keep
it coming as it looks
like I will only have
one contest to talk
about with District
Terry Bentley tries balloon bust with one of his stunters. (At least it wasn’t one of VII members over
here. SN
his Cardinals.) Carlisle photo.

Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas
OCE AGAI the deadline falls right
when I have to be away from home. Last
time it was VSC; this time I will be in
Charlotte NC, for the NASCAR Hall of
Fame Induction ceremony. Therefore, I am
doing this a little early, but it doesn’t really
matter as you will see from the next
paragraph.
Texas! Where the wind blows in the spring!
It has been constant heavy wind since New
Year’s and nobody is doing any flying
around Fort Worth. My last flights were at
VSC! Therefore, due to the lack of activity
and lack of any inputs from elsewhere in the
district, this will be a rather short column.
Oh yes, one other reason is I am about
out of stuff to write about, and I am getting
old and tired! Next one is the big 80. There
must be someone here in District 8 who
would be willing to relieve me as the
PAMPA rep.
Here is your chance for fame and
fortune! (Well, fame anyway…) If anyone
is willing, please contact me and we can
discuss what the job entails.

I am actually building a new model to
replace my old OTS Dragon. It is still in
pretty good shape, but I feel it is time to
make a change. It has been to VSC every
year since 1993, refinished four times, has
had three different engines, and has been
crashed once at the Nats, so I am going to
replace it with a Yates Madman.
I have built wings with a “C” tube
configuration for years, and they are OK
torsion-wise, but this time I closed out the
spars with webs between the ribs and find
that this makes the structure incredibly stiff!
Will also try to polish up the Orwick .29 and
repaint the crankcase. Oh yes, next time I
build a “D” tube wing, I will put the leading
edge sheeting on before the spar webs!
Makes it much easier to glue the leading
edge sheeting to the ribs! Duh! I told you I
was getting old and ditzy! In spite of
sometimes being my own worst enemy, it
really is looking OK right now! One other
thing I tried was instead of the usual rear
spars—I threaded a spiderwire-type fishing
line, X-ed between the ribs. Not really sure
it adds anything, but it does look cool!

District VIII
By Don Hutchinson
The Dallas Model Aircraft Association
continues to plug along as one of the largest
and best control line clubs going today. We
have a good flying site with two paved
circles plus grass for two more. A fair
number of competition events throughout
the year and a great fish fry in October and
Christmas party in December. If you are
anywhere near the DFW area, come and
join us. If you are too far out, then join just
so you can get the newsletter. We have
members all over the country who wait at
the mailbox for it same as you wait for your
Stunt ews! Yeah, the Gleason editorial
efforts make it well worth the 15 bucks a
year fee! Oh yes, we meet the first Thursday
of the month, 7:30 pm, at Mike’s Hobby
Shop right on the I-35 E access road in
Carrolton, Texas. Right side going south,
about a mile south of Sandy Lakes Road.
I said this was going to be short this
time. I can’t even come up with a limerick
to destroy! Ya’ll help me out with some
good building or flying info for your next
District 8 column. SN
—Don
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District IX
By Carl Shoup

Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming

HELLO! I received two letters from Gary
K. Hetrick in Fremont, Nebraska, the only
other PAMPA member in District 9, or at
least that is the way it seems. I know of
only four contests in District 9: one in
Denver, Colorado, one in Topeka, Kansas,
one in Wichita, Kansas, and one in Omaha,
Nebraska.
In the past few years I have only
received a contest report from Denver. I
have called members all over District 9 and
have received very few responses. I
received one email asking why I do not
have more about District 9 in my column
and why I did not print his information. I
emailed him and told him that I never
received his letter and asked him to please
resend the information. I still have not
received anything. Everyone wants a good
magazine, but I can only make up so much.

fliers whom I met at our fun fly last summer. They are
Philip Schmidt and sons David (right) and Paul (left)
(photo above). Philip is a Baptist minister who learned to
fly with his father some years back and is now doing the
same with his own boys, who are doing well. I help a
little whenever possible. The photo was taken at our
flying site. Future PAMPA members maybe?”
Thanks, Gary, for your photos and letters. Please keep
them coming.
If anyone wants to have me put something in my
column, you can send me an email, a letter, or even a
smoke signal, and I will get it in.
Thanks … Carl SN

This is the first letter from Gary:
“This is my latest project (above and
right). Hopefully, it will become my main
Stunter. I call it the PT-22 S (S is for stunt,
what else?). It is a slightly modified
Banshee wing. The rest is mine. I
attempted to make it resemble the full-scale
PT-22, which was the straight wing version
of the Ryan PT-21.”
Here is Gary’s second letter:
“I would like to introduce some new
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Arizona, California, Guam, Hawaii,
Nevada, Utah
of his best buddies, Bob Whitely. This shot
was taken probably at the 1989 Nats. The
airplane is one of the later Epics; he won
the Concours trophy with an earlier Epic in
1984. The muffler is gold plated, or
perhaps anodized.
I was fortunate enough to meet Jim
Armour in January, 1980, at the Stunt
circles at the Southwest Regionals Contest
in Buckeye, Arizona. He was an
Expert-level Stunt flier with a
most impressive looking and
flying airplane. I was a wannabe,
flying in Intermediate or
Advanced at the time. Jim was
friendly and helpful to me from
the first instant. He was known
to all as a good guy and offered
his encouragement and
assistance to me as I learned the
art of Stunt flying (and building).
Lots of letters and photos went
back and forth before the days of
high speed Internet and digital
photos. He will be missed by me
and countless others. I can’t recall
an unkind word out of his mouth
Here nor an unkind thing said about him.
is the Jim Tichy
Ed Capitanelli’s Stardusters
plaque. A most honorable
tribute. That’s one very nice circle. Plaque When visiting the flying field, we
tend to see individuals flying one,
is next to the picnic table on the far end of the circle.
maybe two models
Fitzgerald photos.
on any given day.
Jim Armour
Most of the veteran Stunt
As many of you know, Jim Armour
flyers have built and flown
passed away on February 19, 2011. I was
myriad models as they
able to dig out an old photo of Jim and one hone their skill over the
years and
decades. These
older models tend
to live a quiet
retirement, rarely
see sunlight, and
may not have
ever been seen by
most of the
current stunt pilots. I recently
received a great photo from Stunt
veteran Ed Capitanelli of Tucson
showing some of these retired
airplanes. Having recently
finished a profile Starduster, Ed
Jim Armour and Bob Whitely at the 1989 Nats. Hoffman photo.
took the opportunity to take a
group photograph all the
JIM TICHY Memorial Flying Circle
In the last issue we had some photos of
and information about the Jim Tichy
Memorial Flying Circle in Napa,
California. The circle is located at
Kennedy Park in south Napa. Dave
Fitzgerald recently sent me photos of circle
and the memorial plaque adjacent to the
circle.

District X
By Jim Hoffman
Stardusters that currently reside at his
home in Tucson.
Ed has built about nine Stardusters since
the early 1970s. He lived in New Jersey at
the time and flew with the Garden State
Circle Burners. The club was—and still
is—an active CL Stunt group. The first
Stardusters were powered by ST .46s and
then eventually ST .60s. The ST .46 version
of the design was published in Flying
Models magazine in December of 1978.
Lou Wolgast drew the plans. The early
Stardusters used foam wings, all-dope
finishes, and still look terrific. The more
recent versions are smaller and include a
.40 size, a .35 size, and a .46 size profile.
Ed relayed to me that they all had the
same Starduster trademark paint scheme,
which was in collaboration with Ed’s son
Kevin. Kevin is a pretty good Stunt flier,
also. Ed was also one of the first to adopt
the now near universal practice of using
mufflers on his stunters.
Ed also relayed to me that the Starduster
name was not the result of any deep
thought or analysis; he borrowed it from a
catchy ad for a CB radio product. Ed
thought the name seemed appropriate for a
model plane. Years later Ed learned that he
was not the only modeler to use the
Starduster name; there is a well-known
Free Flight model of the same name.

Palmer Contest
I am getting ready to attend the Palmer
contest at Whittier Narrows. I hope to see
many of you there. Unfortunately, the Stunt
ews deadline is a few days before the
contest, so you will need to wait until next
issue for a few photos and contest
highlights. SN
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District XI
By Bruce Hunt

Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington

THE FIRST THREE contests of the 2011 season are now history. This
season a few fliers have gone back into the Old-Time event led by Don
McClave, flying this year’s Jamison Special. While the weather has not
been kind to the Old-Time event, there were eleven entries in Old-Time at
the NW Regional where Dan Rutherford, flying his Ziltch-X, beat out Dons Jamison by three points. Don then returned the favor at the Stunt-a-Thun
flying to a 5-point margin of victory.
The emerging story this season is the growth of electric-powered
competitive Stunt models. This year the NW Regional contest had four
electric models in Expert competition. Three of these models placed in the
top half of an expert field of 18 with Paul Walker taking first place, Norm
Whittle taking fourth, and Phil Granderson coming in ninth. Overall, Paul
Walker’s first place was followed by Dave Fitzgerald in second, and
Howard Rush in third. After Norm Whittle-s fourth, the Top 10 was, in
order, Gordan Delaney, Chris Cox, Brett Buck, Bruce Perry, Phil
Granderson, and Ted Fancher.
Over in Advanced, Richard Wallbridge took first, followed by Gary
Gingerich, Dave McCheyne, Steve Helmick, Mark Scarborough, Keith
Varley (now flying electric), Bob Duncan, Neil Rogers, Rick Cochrun, and
Lanny Shorts. The Pilots’ Choice for the Concours d’Elegance went to
Bruce Perry’s very nicely done Jester, with stiff competition from Jim Aron
and his Extrema, last year’s award winner and National’s 20-pointer.
Another favorite was Mark Scarborough’s Avenger that graced the official
2011 NW Regional’s T-shirt.
As always, you can get an excellent report on everything going on in the
Northwest by checking out the news on the website: http://flyinglines.org. SN

Alan Resinger’s very
nicely finished Gypsy
makes a vertical pass
during its Classic flight.

Paul Walker’s electric entry ignores Resinger’s Gypsy just because it
flies the wrong way.

Mike Haverly’s Chizler is a new entry in this year’s Classic competition.

Bruce Perry’s Concourswinning Jester soaking up
some rare NW sunshine at the
NW Regionals.
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Mike Haverly moves his model to the flightline while John Leidle
prepares his Skylark.

Don McClave pull tests his Jamison Special prior to a flight in Portland.

Here’s the master builder, Gerald Schamp, with his recently finished Chief.

Pete Peterson fuels his Venus before its season debut in Classic.

Randy Powell models Something Exotic. Can an electric version be far behind?

John Thompson puts his Vector through the pattern at the Portland Jim
Walker Memorial tune-up.

Gerald Schamp
has another
beautifully finished
model in his air
force. Will he fly
this Stiletto or sell it
to the highest
bidder?

Here’s the lineup of electric-powered models at the NW Regional’s
appearance judging. Norm Whittle’s Sultan-E is in the foreground. Paul
Walker’s Impact xl is next followed by Mike Haverly’s KISS. Dave Fitzgerald’s
Star Gazzer and Brett Buck’s model anchor the line.
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Pat Johnston performs a
little maintenance on his
Bearcat prior to its Classic
flight in Eugene.

Gordon Delaney’s All American Eagle flew in Classic at the NW
Regional contest in Eugene, Oregon.
Mark Scarborough holds his very nicely
finished Avenger. It also flies very well
(seldom below ten feet from the ground,
however).

Mike Haverly’s KISS. Mike allowed as how the paint job kept the
model anything but simple. A broken motor mount later in the
day resulted in the loss of this model with its great potential.

Scarborough’s Avenger reflects the sun from its wellpolished surface.

Above: Phil Granderson’s
American Pi as seen at the
NW Regional.
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Right: The NW Regional’s Old-Time pit
with Dan “The Dirt” Rutherford’s Ziltch X
sitting behind McClave’s Jamison
Special. Later, it would take first place

Left: Gordon Delaney’s
Pathfinder takes a dive during
NW Regional Expert
competition.

Contests

51st Annual Toronto & District Control Line Championships
June 4th & 5th 2011

OLD TIME STUT
Pilot
Flt #1
Paul Smith
276.3
Len Bourel
259.15
Chris Brownhill
68.1
Judges - J McFayden, S Henderson

Plane
Chief
Ringmaster
Clown

PROFILE STUT
PILOT
FLT #1
Len Bourel
128.75
John McFayden
121.35
Dan Birks
116.8
Dave Kelly
113.5
Mike McMahon
103.15
Chris Brownhill
99.4
Paul Smith
77.96
Keith Morgan
47
Judges - Geoff Higgs, Kim Doherty Tabulator - Dwayne Donnely

FLT #2
131
129.4
129.05
120.75
108.75
92.35
98.8
97.4

F2B
PILOT
Konstantin Bajaikine
Geoff Higgs
Len Bourel
Kim Doherty
Dan Birks
Gustavo Urtubey
Paul Smith

FLT #1
141.6
126.95
102.95
129.15
126.55
124.25
115.2

FLT #2
139.25
136.1
135.9
pass
126.8
121.5
109.5

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd

Mike McMahon
111.6
pass
Judges - Chris Brownhill, John McFayden Tabulator - Dwayne Donnely
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ICE-O-LATED
February 27, 2011 Fenton MO

BASIC FLIGHT
Place
1st

ame
Ben Mills

Score
65.5

Aircraft
Super Clown

Engine
OS 25

Score
508.5
448

Aircraft
Fancherized Twister
ARF Nobler

Engine
OS LA 40
Dixon FP40

Score
568
540
524
516.5

Aircraft
P-Force
Score
TEOSAWKI
Pathfinder

Engine
OS 32
Satio 56
Barker OS40FP
Turnigy

Score
522.5
522
495.5
492.5

Aircraft
P-Force
P-Force
TEOSAWKI
Pathfinder

Engine
OS FP-25
OS 32
Barker OS40FP
Turnigy

PAMPA ADVACED
Place
1st
2nd

ame
Steve Smith
Jason Pearson

PAMPA EXPERT
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

ame
John Garrett
Dan McEntee
Allen Brickhaus
Crist Rigotti

PROFILE
Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

ame
Dan McEntee
John Garrett
Allen Brickhaus
Crist Rigotti

Judges and Officials
Bob Arata, Bill Marvel-Basic Flight, Advanced Stunt, Expert Stunt
Bill Marvel, Steve Smith-Profile
Pull Test and Weigh In-Nick Angeli
Sign in and Tabulation-Randy Ross
Contest Director-Steve Smith
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Western Kentucky/Southern Illinois Stunt
Champs
AA Contest at McCracken County Model Air Park
Paducah, Kentucky: Sat. &
Sun., August 20 and 21,
2011

Located just off of I-24 at either Exit 3 or Exit 4 just south of the Ohio River between Metropolis,
Illinois and Paducah, Kentucky. Sanction number applied for 2011.
Three competition and two practice (well manicured grass) circles will be available.
This traditional date contest will begin registration at 8:30 a.m. Saturday (20th) morning. Pilot’s
meeting for OTS, Nostalgia 30, Profile, (Basic Flight, and Beginner 6 min. time limit) will happen at
9:00a.m with first flights at 9:30 a.m. Sunday (21st) will have Intermediate, Advanced, and Expert
classes with registration at 8:00a.m. Pilot’s meeting will be at 8:30a.m. with their first flights at
9:00a.m. All events are JSO. Pilots are asked to fill out their own score sheets and present them to
the judges prior to each flight.
BOM will not be in affect; no appearance points will be awarded. Each event member will vote for
Pilot awards for Best Appearing OTS model, Best Appearing Nostalgia 30 model and Best Appearing
PAMPA model. OTS pilots only will vote for OTS, Nostalgia 30 pilots for Nostalgia 30 and PAMPA
pilots for PAMPA. Flyer must have built and finished his/her model to be eligible for any Concours
award. ARF models are not eligible for any Concours awards. One B.A.R.F. award will be given to
the highest scoring ARF model/pilot in PAMPA. An “OOPS” award will be given. A High Point
Champion will be chosen upon results of Profile, OTS, Classic, Int., Adv., and Exp. Entry fees:
$15.00 for the first event, $10.00 for 2nd event. $25.00 allows pilot to fly any events with no extra
cost. All Junior and Senior fly FREE. Awards to third in all classes, note local rules posted at the
tabulation table and on line.
Contest Directors: Allen W. Brickhaus, P.O. Box 206, Golconda, IL 62938
Email at abkb801@shawneelink.net
Phone: 618-683-7611 (Home), 618-841-0089 (Cell)
Charles Reeves, 8310 Moore Road, Paducah, KY 42001
Email at chasreeves@comcast.net
Phone: 270-554-9920

Your proper AMA or similar association numbers or letters MUST be permanently affixed to the upper
right wing, fuselage side, or rudder area of each model. ID numbers must be a minimum of 1” in
height. SAFETY THONGS MUST BE USED PER AMA RULES.
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Maps to the Paducah area and known hotel telephone numbers are listed this page. The event is
located on the “old land-fill” near the “current soccer fields.” I might suggest the Thrifty Inn for a stay
at the contest.

Directions:
http://www.pampaducah.com/directions.php
GPS coordinates: 37o 05.413' N and 088o
39.928' W

Exit 3 on I-24
America’s Best
Value Inn
270-575-9605
Comfort Inn
270-442-1616
Super Eight
270-575-9605
Ramada Inn
270-442-4191
Fern Lake Camping
270-444-7939
Exit 4 on I-24
Motel Six
270-443-3672
Courtyard
270-442-3600
Drury Suites
270-441-0024
Drury Inn
270-443-3313
Thrifty Inn
270-444-0157
Holiday Inn Express
270-442-8874
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Days Inn
270-442-7500
Pear Tree Inns
270-444-7200
Comfort Suites
270-442-2080
Hampton Inn Suites
270-442-0200
Country Inn Suites
270-442-2201
Candlewood Suites
270-442-3969

Stooge for Tricycle
Gear Planes
$30 + $9 shipping, (In
the lower U.S.)
Includes trip line but
NOT Ground Stakes
Don Ogren, 352-4289171; Spring Hill, Florida
dogren@tampabay.rr.com

Joe and Colleen Gilbert take a moment to
pose with Joe’s Thunderbird at the 2011
Brodak Fly-In.

